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Plastic Interior Mirrors

Door Mirrors - pre ‘80s

Door Mirrors - ‘80s on

Mk1/2 Washer Jets

All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.

  
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.    e-mail:- sales@minispares.com       www.minispares.com     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Lightweight Large 
Impeller Water Pump 
-  with Three Year Guarantee
- 1275cc and late model small blocks . . . . . . . . . . . 
Silicone rocker cover gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.60
5 port alloy head - Road C-AHT347 . . Coming Soon
8 port head - original spec. . . . . . . . . from £1947.89
8 port head  - larger valve - race . . . . . . . £2340.00

We stock all standard and performance parts
1380cc built up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . . £1090.28
Mega pistons 20/40/60 and 73.5 . . . . . . . . £236.69
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311 . . . . . . . £189.60
Camshaft EVOLUTION001 . . . . . . exchange £68.40
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps . . from £15.83 to CNC race type £101.26
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436. . . . . . . . . £133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift rocker set C-AHT446A. . . . . £198.00
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323 . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.20
21A1902 genuine engine mount . . . . . . . . . . . £8.34
21A1902MS non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting. . . . . . . . . . . . £3.78
Evo minimum stretch timing chains available

Comprehensive range of 
road/rally/race gearbox parts 
including 5 speed gearbox and 
Evolution diffs. Only RHP and 
top quality bearings stocked. 
No cheap imports that fall apart!
Original market leading Evo crosspin diff 
Over 3,000 sold since 1994 .C-AJJ3385  . .£163.39
Competition baulk ring C-22A1741  . . . . . . . .£23.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54  . . . . . . . . .£27.00

Gearboxes & Diffs

Clutches & Flywheels

AP clutch road and race
plus flywheel
Flywheel puller for all types CE1 . . . . . . . . . . £22.86
3 piece AP clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . . £43.81
3 piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS . £91.76
3 piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . . £98.27
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £108.00
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £64.15
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . . . . . . . . . . . . £25.37
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 . . . . . . . . . . . £34.84
Standard clutch plate  GCP204 . . . . . . . . . . . £20.40
Race clutch plate  C-AHT596 . . . . . . . . . . . . £89.10
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £12.30
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355 . . . . . . . . . £18.28
Master cylinder GMC1008 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.50

WHITE

£30.30

Each

£4.20

As fitted from 1964 on
Grey 24A1750 £29.40
White24A2110 £30.30

Original pre ‘80s door mirrors. 
Flat glass, stainless steel head
Right hand - GAM215A £17.16 each 
Left hand - GAM216A £17.16 each
Also fits later cars using 
M90999 fitting kit £3.00

Original white backed type as 
fitted to post 1994 Minis. 
Pair £36.00 Order as GS25320
Black also available. Order as GS25319. Pair £30.62
All mirrors available separately

£17.16

GREY

£29.40

PAIR

£36.00

KYB/Kayaba Dampers
Std premium damper  . . . .each £14.78
Super gas damper 25%+ 
upgrade  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .each £24.01
KYB/Kayaba self-adj. gas shock £29.40
available only from us at a special price
for a set of 4 (Part MSSK3015)£108.00

Mini Spares Dampers
Mini Spares 28 point adjustables 
- front or rear

GAZ Dampers
Bump & rebound adjustable - front or rear

EACH

£46.20
EACH

£40.80

G-MAX Gas Dampers
Front or rear  . . . . . . . . . . .each £21.80
Bilstein B4 Dampers
Front 19-221694   . . . . . . . . . . .£21.59
Rear 19-221700  . . . . . . . . . . .£21.59

Evolution  Dampers
Top of the range 8 point adjustable 
743039  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .each £53.59

Bilstein B36 Dampers
Performance non adjustable  
Front B36-0370  . . . . . . . . . . . .£69.30
Rear B36-0380  . . . . . . . . . . . .£69.30

Easier to set-up

EACH

£53.59

EACH

£69.30

EACH

£21.59

EACH

£14.78

£84.00

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £84.00 full kit

Package
Price

Forget all the poly and uprated bushes when different lower
arms or tie bars are fitted. What you need is an offset rubber bush
to compensate with the extra distortion caused when correcting
the geometry on Minis.
Car set of lower arm bushes. . . . £12.26   Part No C-STR632

Mini Spares are the main
sponsors of Mighty Mini,  Mini
Miglia and Mini Seven Racing

Most of the participants in these race series use our
parts!  Parts which they can trust and they find
superior to those of our competitors - surely that says
it all?  If you’re building to win, shop at Mini Spares!  

Suspension 
Cone
The only 
genuine 
cone springs on the market 
made from original Rover tooling. 
Order as FAM3968. . . . . . . .£40.69

www.minispares.com

Suspension

Steering & Bearings

New steering racks - L/H or R/H drive  
FAM7306/7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £59.23

MPi Sportspack type race . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine GSJ166 . . . . . . . . . . . £19.30
or our own which we recommend for any use. . .

Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . . £7.56
Timken front wheel bearings GHK1140 . . . . . £49.14
Tried and tested non genuine front wheel bearings -
with sales of nearly 5,000 per year and no
breakages - GHK1140MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.80
Rear Timken GHK1805 modified - late cars . . £32.40
Non genuine rear bearing GHK1548MS  . . . . £14.39

Body, Mechanical & TrimCATALOGUE
The 6th edition of 
our AKM2 catalogue. Completely re-written to include all models from 1959-2000.

Now 219 fully 
illustrated pages.
If you've got a Mini 

you need an AKM2 which has received rave reviews.

£7.50

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . . £30.60
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 . £30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00

We will not sell the cheap, inferior CV
joints so readily available elsewhere.

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Gaskets

Engines

Cooper S Distributor

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves. 
Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

As above electric NEG EARTH only 12G2140MS £70.20
998   45/59D distributors . . . . . . . . . . . from £41.94
1275 45/59D distributors . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.90
Electronic type less points . . . . . . . . . . from £56.65
Whole new distributor cheaper than conversion kits!
All the best quality distributors and 
parts stocked for road and race

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set - 998cc AJM1250 . . . . £12.84
Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.30
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £79.20
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

Visit the official
MiniSpares.com 

website for
pictures,

downloads,
catalogues,

current prices &
special deals

Buy on-line at
www.minispares.com 

or visit one of our 3 official outlets

The World’s Largest Mini Parts Stockist

Check out our 
updated website

See website for
up to date prices

Made to Rover Parts Sales’ final 
specification. Part No. GWW807

IMPORTANT! Mini Spares - NORTH
We are closing Mini Spares - North, in
Harrogate, to relocate to a larger wharehouse
with easy access from main roads. It should
be open and 
ready by July 2015.

New address will be...
Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business park
York Y026 QU. Watch for further details.

Mini Spares - NORTH

Mini Spares - MIDLANDS

Sales Showroom & Mail Order

HEAD OFFICE (London - A1M/M25)
Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar, Herts. 
EN6 3JN (Close to A1M & M25)

Tel: 01707 607700 (UK)
Tel: (+44)1707 607702 (Export)
Fax: 01707 656 786
Email: sales@minispares.com

Visit our branches...

Unit 6, 2 Freeman’s Way. Wetherby Rd.
Harrogate, North Yorks. HG3 1DH
Telephone: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

“This is amazing! Only 24 hours from

order to delivery in Poland. Good job guys!”  

Artur Szczegóła - POLAND

From our 
Customers...

Original UNIPART 

Swivel Pin Repair Kit

part number GSJ166 

• Want the 
GENUINE part?

Choose Genuine or Quality 
Alternative Parts

Want a cheaperalternative?
Mini Spares approved part number
GSJ166MS £7.56

Clearly identified MINI
SPARES part number

or

£23.04

£18.90

NEW!

From brand new forgings, 
nitrided EN40B crank with large counter balanced webs
and bored holes for the big ends which reduces the re-
ciprocating weight of the crankshaft and does not ne-
cessitate drilling through the counterbalance webs.
Forgings are known to be stronger than billets as the
grain pattern follows the shape of the webs and bearings
whereas the billet type is machined across the grain.

For 1275cc blocks and made in 81.3mm and 86mm
stroke. . . . . . . . . . .£1638.72

Forged Cranks

New!
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

July magazine – 1st June
August magazine – 1st July
September magazine – 1st Augusts

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 
1st day of each month.  The production of 
a magazine starts a month before the due 
publishing date.  Please submit copy to the 
Editor only.  

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments.  

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide.  Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately.  Email to editor@minicooper.org  

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 
words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2014   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates 
are aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/
old inks while printing blankets are shredded and 
used for rubberised play areas and footpaths. The 
wrapping it comes in is degradable and will break 
down in the soil.
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Chairman 
Robert Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H)                                                                                                                                              
chairman@minicooper.org  

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter                                                                                                                                           
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, 
Hants, SO31 8FJ                                                                
02380 560073 (H)

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman                                                                                                                                          
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun, 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN                                                                                                                   
01302 883550 (H)                                                                                                   
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage                                                                                                                                           
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley 
Wood, Birmingham, B37 7NE                                                                          
0121 680 1814 (H)                                                                                                                    
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register                                                                                          
Robert Young - See Chairman

Appendix K Register                                                                                                                              
Russell Earnshaw                                                                                                                                         
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill, 
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899                                                                                                         
russell.earnshaw@adp-architects.com 

Cooper S MK I Register                                                                                                                           
Simon Wheatcroft                                                                                                                                     
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR  01827 830539                                                                                                               
mk3sregistrar@hotmail.com 

Cooper MK I Register                                                                                                                             
Barbara Alexander                                                                                                                             
Kilmeston, 39 Newgate Lane, Peel Common,  
Fareham, Hants, PO14 1BQ                                                                                                                                              
01329 665434                                                                                               
barbaraalexander945@btinternet.com 

Cooper S MK II Register                                                                                                                                         
Nick Hunter                                                                                                                                           
01785 813693                                                                                                     
nickandlynne.hunter@talktalk.net 

Cooper MK II Register                                                                                                                           
Graham E Robinson                                                                                                                                        
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering,  
Essex, SS3 0HW                                                                       
01702 219298                                                                                        
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 

Cooper S MK III Register                                                                                                                        
Simon Wheatcroft                                                                                                                                 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar

Rover Cooper Register                                                                                                                      
John Parnell                                                                                                                                          
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, 
London N21 1JE  020 8886 8226                                                                                                       
rovercooper@minicooper.org 

Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register                                                                                         
Steve Burkinshaw                                                                                                                                       
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD                                                                                               
01923 855971                                                                                                                     
stevebee49@live.co.uk 

Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register                                                                                                      
David Davies                                                                                                                                           
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF                                                                                            
01244 332282                                                                                                                 
daviddavies15@sky.com 

Innocenti Cooper Register                                                                                                                  
Foster Charlton                                                                                                                                         
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne 
and Wear, NE28 7QU  0191 2639019                                                                                                           
gingerfoss@hotmail.com 

Mini Super Register                                                                                                                                   
Garry Dickens                                                                                                                                        
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset, 
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)    
dickens.garry@gmail.com  

1275GT Register                                                                                                                                         
Suzy Kinsman                                                                                                                                          
15 The Drive, Woolavington, Somerset, TA7 8EJ                                                                                
07899 067025                                                                                                       
1275gt@minicooper.org  

New MINI Cooper Register                                                                                                               
Martyn Collins                                                                                                                                          
121 Tamworth Road, Hertford, Herts, SG13 7DN                                                                                
07989 683654                                                                                                       
martyn.collins@gmail.com                                                                                                                                     

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

www.minicooper.org forum.minicooper.org 

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Website and Forum 
Graham W Robinson                                                                                                                                         
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma                                                                                                                                        
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB                                                                      
0208 898 9476 (H)                                                                                                    
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration  
Sarah Monk                                                                                                                                 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House,   
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284                                                                                          
mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk 

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H)                                                                                                                                              
membership@minicooper.org  

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard                                                                                                                                          
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD                                                                                                                
01304 330715 (H)                                                                                                   
events@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                      

Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss                                                                                                                                             
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG
01730 818336 (H)                                                                                                   
competition@minicooper.org   

Club Shop 
Sally Salter                                                                                                                                           
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ   
02380 560073 (H)                                                                                                                                              
regalia@minicooper.org 

Regional Co-ordinator 
Patricia Webb         
45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, 
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH                                                                                                                                     
07834 081697                                                                                                                                           
regions@minicooper.org 

Public Relations 
Paul Sulma                                                                                                                                        
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB                                                                      
0208 898 9476 (H)                                                                                                    
editor@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                           

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt                                                                                                                                          
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ
01923 816757                                                                                                                       
cars@minicooper.org                                                                                                                         

Non Designated Committee Members 
Ken Hunter 01344 772446 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist                                                                                                                                           
Robert Young - See Chairman

Heritage Liaison                                                                                                                                    
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary 

DVLA V765 Contact 
(Vehicle Registration Recovery)  
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476   
email - v765@minicooper.org 

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.  They are also normally included in call allowances on mobiles.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance is a trading name of Canopius UK Specialty Limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registered in England No. 00743268, Registered Offi ce: 1st Floor, 1 Kings Court Business Park, Charles Hastings Way, Worcester, WR5 1JR  CVI 085 03/15

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Free DNA+ protection kit with each policy.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT 
SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against a variety of claims.  The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.
The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that we are less aware of.  Our public liability insurance will, we hope, never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us.  

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence.  If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal claim by our insurance.  The club cannot pick up liability after the event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.
So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.
Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your 
membership card at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON – 10% off the vast 
majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK – various 
discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS – help if undergoing a 
major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES, WINCHCOMBE. 
GLOS – Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order 
from website. Discount to members on production of 
membership card. 01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com
formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS – 10% off most 
goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS – 10% off 
everything but will offer more depending on amount 
purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE – See advert inside front cover 
for contact details.  Discount available to Mini Cooper 
Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS – www.bjacoustic.
com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE - 10% discount and agreed 
value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, 
CHESHIRE – 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-
metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET – 15% off books, 
manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 
442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B, Cork, Ireland (MCR 
member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 www.
oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS 10% discount, supply and 
supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS 
- Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, 
Spain.  www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE - 0121 246 
8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., 
Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B.   10% discount, Jim 
Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE - Unit 2, Shipyard 
Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk    
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini 
specialist ex JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount 
to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH - 
Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts 
in CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk   
01473 807212

Back Copies of the 
Magazine
These are now available on line via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each plus p&p

Missing Magazines

Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive by the 

middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not have email 

facilities) on 01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 

Contributions

IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 

by the 1st of the month for the 

following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 

contributions for the magazine sent 

by email, so if you do not receive 

an email back from me it almost 

certainly means I have not received 

it.  Please telephone me after a day 

or so to check if you do not hear 

from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 

membership - see details on page 4. 



EDITORIAL
B y the time you read this issue of 

CooperWorld there will only be 
a couple of weeks or so to go before 
we all gather together at our annual 
and national club show in the pleasant 
grounds of Beaulieu. Being a member 
of the club from almost the inception of 
it around 1986, I have been to virtually 
every show, only missing one when I was 
too ill to attend. Yet I still look forward 
to going to the show as I always have and 
I hope you are too, no matter how long 
you have been a member of the club!

Turning to what we have in store for you in this issue of the magazine, 
well, Richard Pengelly’s second part on tyres is one article you should 
read in my view if you are at all concerned about tyre safety. Having 
edited Richard’s article it has given me food for thought as to the whole 
subject of tyre ageing and the ramifications it has on safety.  

Then we have an intriguingly titled article sent in by one of our 
associated members from down under but I won’t do a spoiler - so 
have a read of it and everything will become clear. It is nice to get 
an article to include in the magazine from the other side of the 
world proving that our favourite little car has many fans outside of 
the UK too.

There are some great photos of New MINIs in racing action in David 
Young’s article on the start of the racing season at Donington Park. 
He covers the various categories of racing which have been further 
developed for this year and going forward. I must admit I would 
like to catch some of this racing action at some point in the year for 
myself as, from David’s account, it makes for exciting viewing.

I should mention that we have a good number of varied reports 
from our Registrars and I was particularly interested to read Steve 
Burkinshaw’s report in his Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S section 
on the considerable and difficult work involved in converting Mk1/2 
sliding window doors to take wind up or electrically operated 
windows. Steve has included a number of photos in his report to 
illustrate the magnitude of the work involved.

Finally, I am pleased to say that for the first time for a very long while 
we have had to extend the ‘For Sale and Wanted’ section of the 
magazine from the usual one page to two pages, principally to include 
some interesting cars that are up for grabs, including a really well 
detailed Ex-Works replica  Mk1 Cooper S.

Paul Sulma  
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Prescott Hill Climb 
27th & 28th June 2015

  
Wilts & Dorset  MCR  are pleased to say that if members 
wish to display their cars or take part in the hill climb 
events at Prescott on 27th 28th June  with a parade run 
available on the 28th June & 18th & 19th July at Gurston 
Down, these venues  are already confirmed – Not to 
forget the MCR 2015 Speed Series  Award scheme in 
the DEWS Speed Championship – Registration form 
AVAILABLE NOW  www.dewsc.org.uk  or email 
downton@live.co.uk  for details.

Steve Harris 

Coopers at Combe
Castle Combe Race Circuit

Saturday 22nd August 2015
  

Entry is limited to 15 cars and places are available on 
a first come first served basis, so book early to avoid 
disappointment by contacting Graham E Robinson and 
also for further details. 
This is a very popular event with members. Usually, 
only five cars are allowed out on to the track at once 
making it safer than other Mini track days at this circuit. 
Club members are welcome to spectate on the day and 
admission is free. 

80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex,  
SS3 0HW 01702 219298  

graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 



a reward for the articles they write for CooperWorld each month, 
deal with members enquiries and generally support the club with their 
specialist knowledge of the different marques of Mini Coopers. 

Finally, On Beaulieu I’m sure with the blessing of fine weather the show 
will, again, be a great success and hopefully a fitting end to Tony Salter’s 
long stint as show organiser. See you in the New Forest on the 14th 
June – bring your sunscreen.

Our ‘Minis to’ event for 2016 is already being planned and the 
Committee have decided, once again, by popular demand, to return 

to Monte Carlo. It seems that the lure of Monaco, so imbedded in the 
Mini’s rallying history, is the place people want to return to, despite the high 
cost of accommodation and over crowding in the Principality. Next year’s 
route will be planned by Peter Moss, our Competition Secretary - not 
that the event is in the least a competition, but he has a vast experience in 
competing and visiting many of the fabulous roads we will be driving on. I 
for my part will be assisting Peter, so between the two of us, I hope that we 
will continue to provide an event that members want to take part on. It’s 
a great way to enjoy your Mini or MINI in an environment it was designed 
for and enjoy the company of like minded club members. An early outline 
of the itinerary and dates will be published by late summer. For those who 
can’t wait until 2016, we do still have three places left for our Minis to 
Ireland run which starts on 17 September.

At the AGM it was proposed that the MCR should pay for the 
supply of a small gazebo and a sail flag for all the Regions who 

want them. However, after discussions the floor felt it better that 
the Regions should contribute towards these items as it ensures a 
degree of ownership and with that, people tend to look after what 
they have paid towards. At the time of the AGM the club had in place 
a 50% contribution that was required from the Region. After the 
AGM, at the following Committee meeting, it was agreed that the 
Regions’ contribution would now be reduced to just 25% towards 
the cost of the recommended gazebo and sail flag. Unfortunately, the 
recommended supplier of the gazebos can no longer supply the item 
we had selected and their alternative was, as always, more expensive. 
However, we have agreed to go with the new gazebo, which is made 
of stronger material and made with a lightweight aluminium frame, 
so it should be ever easier to transport in the back of a classic Mini.  I 
do hope many Regions raise the funds needed and will take up this 
very generous offer and accept that the slight increase in price is well 
worth it. Contact Patricia Webb, our Regional Co-ordinator and she 
will set the ball rolling.

Robert Young  

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

The Club shop is now open for business. 
This was relaunched on 1st April 

from our Club Regalia and which had 
been ably run by Sally Salter for a good 
few years. The Committee decided to 
outsource our regalia sales to a company 
called Quirkart, who not only have a vast 
range of clothing and associated items for 
sale, they can personalise most items to 
individual requirements. It also meant that 
Tony and Sally Salter could reclaim parts of 
their house that had been taken over by 
stocking our regalia. 

To see the range of items on offer, which will be increasing all the 
time, go to the MCR’s website (www.minicooper.org) and follow the 
links to the club shop. There you will find all of our existing range of 
items, including the popular ‘Legend Lives On’ T-shirt and our top 
selling car cover; together with a new range of items that we hope 
will be of interest - all of which carry a fixed price UK carriage of just 
£3.49, irrespective of the number of items you buy. Quirkart will also 
be attending many of the main Mini shows and will be selling our MCR 
items along side their own range of clothing.  Hopefully, this will turn 
out to be a successful venture for both Quirkart and the MCR. 

Beaulieu is now just a matter of two weeks away and if you haven’t 
yet bought your advanced tickets, time is fast running out. These 

incidentally offer a substantial discount on the day entry price. All 
tickets also include entry to the Beaulieu Motor Museum. We do have 
confirmed that Paddy Hopkirk will be there along with his long time 
Co-driver Ron Crellin. Stuart Turner, Peter Browning and Bill Price, all 
managers at the BMC Competitions Department at one time in their 
careers, will also be there. Michael Cooper will be attending too as will 
Peter Baldwin and Barrie Williams – never to be missed. We will, as 
usual, have a stunning display of cars along with Register displays and, 
of course, the much acclaimed MCR Concours. Trade stands this year 
have also increased and we expect the Trunk Traders section to be 
as popular as ever for those seeking out some early bargains.  Carole 
Nash, the club’s sponsors, will be there as usual giving quotes for your 
Mini insurance. 

It has also been a long standing arrangement that free tickets are given 
to club members who supply their cars for the Car Register displays 
at the MCR National Mini Cooper Day. In recognition of the good 
work the Car Registrars do for the MCR, it has been agreed by the 
Committee to allocate them free tickets to the show too by way of 
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We welcome the following new members who joined during April

NEW MEMBERS
Ronald Marsham, Clacton On Sea, Essex

Graham Cook, New Alresford, Hampshire

Tarun Mistry, Watford, Hertfordshire

Jon Cushing, Waterhouses, Staffordshire

Daniel Shovlin, Pitsea, Essex

Michel Chatagny & Fabrice Redard, Renens, Vaud, Switzerland

James Myers, York, North Yorkshire

Alan Deakin, Coleshill, North Warwickshire

Iris & Phil Grist, Fareham, Hampshire

William Yeats, Wigton, Cumbria

Alex Barwell, West Malling, Kent

Clive Uden & Cheryl Newman, Marlborough, Wilts

Andy Douglas & Sue Wilson, Nottingham, Notts

Colin Beddoes, Croydon, Surrey

Ross Poulton, Lewes, East Sussex

James & John Garfield, Weston-super-mare, North Somerset

Oliver Tomlins, Insch, Aberdeenshire

John Curmi, Leigh On Sea, Essex

Martin Grewcock, Market Harborough, Leicestershire

Ali Rasouli Nia, Bagshot, Surrey

Mark Langsworthy & Lindy Stephens, Yeovil, Somerset



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED
Unit 2 Broadfield Farm, Great Somerford, Chippenham, Wiltshire  Sn15 5El   Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316   Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk   Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SM050 Portrait A5 Advert.indd   1 24/09/2013   14:27



National Mini Cooper Day at Beaulieu. Then there is the Double Twelve 
Motorsport Festival at Brooklands and the always amazing Festival of 
Speed at Goodwood. Finally, at the end of the month the Southern Mini 
Festival at Brands Hatch with a full race program over the weekend. You 
can buy tickets online at http://www.mini-festival.co.uk/ use code MCR 
for discount and contact me to book a space on the club stand.

Hope to see many of you at Beaulieu to catch up..  

That’s all for now!   

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304)330715   
Tel: events@minicooper.org      

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

T he events season is well and truly 
underway; I know this as I’m moving 

banners around to all the fabulous events 
some of you are attending and doing a 
great job representing the club. 

Wearing my regional hat, we are 
organising our road runs and this year 
one in Champagne France and the other 
local in Kent, the Ham Sandwich Run. 
These types of touring assemblies are 
a fantastic way of stretching the legs of 
your car and need not be too far a drive. 
They can even be a meet for breakfast 
and a short drive out to an attraction. 

If you would like assistance in organising one of these local to you for 
members in your region, then I am happy to assist anyone in getting an 
event off the ground - just give me a call.

Events for June to look forward to include the Thirlestane Castle Historic 
Motoring Extravaganza, The Wilton Classic and Supercar Show, Jersey 
International Motoring Festival and, of course, on the 14th our own 

EVENTS CALENDAR
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EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard

Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

2015

June

Event: Thirlestane Castle Historic Motoring Extravaganza 
Date: 7th June 
Location: Thirlestane Castle, Lauder. Over 500 classic cars 
expected for 2015. Static show with concours judging. Also 
includes an autojumble. It is open to all marques of Mini’s 
Contact: John Heatlie, MCR Scotland.     
Email: johnheatlie012@btinternet.com

Event: Wilton Classic and Supercar Show  
Date: 6th and 7th June 
Location: Wilton House, Wilton, Northants SP2 8PX 
Contact: http://www.wiltonclassicandsupercars.co.uk/

Event: Jersey International Motoring Festival (Sprint and 
Hill climbs and static displays)   
Date: 4th-7th June 
Location: Jersey (various) 
Contact: Mark Le Gallias - Jersey Region -  
mk1leg@hotmail.com Website at www.jimf.je 

Event: MCR National Mini Cooper Day  
Date: Sunday 14th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade stands and 
concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. It is 
open to all marques of Minis/MINI’s. 
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org   
Tickets: http://www.beaulieu.co.uk/beaulieu-
events/club-rally/mini-cooper-rally

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival  
Date: 13th-14th June 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com 

Event: 2nd Summer Solstice   
Date: 20th June (Saturday) 
Location: Shelsley Walsh Hill Climb, Shelsley Walsh, 
WR6 6RP 
Contact: Victoria at The Replacement Service via  
T: 01905 330063 or E: victoria.rawlings@trsclaims.co.uk

Event: Eridge Park Classic Car Show  
Date: 21st June 
Location: Eridge Park, Tunbridge Wells 
Contact: chris.m.wynne@btinternet.com

Event: MG Live featuring Competitions 60  
Date: 20th-21st June 
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: Saturday will be the feature day when ex-BMC 
Competitions staff/drivers etc have been invited along. 
MG Car Club are planning to offer associated club 
(e.g.MCR)  members discounted entry tickets.   
http://www.mgcc.co.uk/mglive/

Event: Festival of Speed    
Date: 26th-28th June 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Mini Festival 2015 (South)  
Date: 28th June 
Location: Brands Hatch 
Contact: http://www.brandshatch.co.uk/   
events@minicooper.org

Event: MCR Scotland Breakfast Run & Meeting  
Date: 28th June 
Location: Start:  Powmill Milk Bar (near Dollar) 9 AM.   
Finish:  Murrayshall Hotel, Scone, Perth 12:30 PM. Open 
to all marques of Mini’s.  There will be a meeting at 12:30 
at Murrayshall Hotel for those that just want to attend a 
meeting and not the run. 
Contact: ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

ALL MINI RACE LINE-UP
TWO-DAY WEEKEND EVENT
RUSS SWIFT STUNT SHOW
HUGE MINI CLUB STANDS
TRADE VILLAGE

SPECIALDISCOUNTSAVAILABLE FOR MINI 
OWNERS AND CLUBS
See website for details

0843 453 9000 MINI-FESTIVAL.CO.UK
*Advance tickets available until midday Wednesday 24 June. Postage fee applies.

FEATURING:

ONLINE* TICKETS FROM £18 KIDS UNDER 13 FREE

LIVE MUSIC
MINI PARADES AND 
DEMONSTRATIONS
FUNZONE PLUS MORE 
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

SWIFTUNE 50TH
ANNIVERSARY DISPLAY
SWIFTUNE £10,000
ENGINE GIVEAWAY
JET MINI
AND MORE!

NEW FOR 2015



July

Event: Champagne Run (Touring assembly)  
Date: 4th-5th July 
Location: Champagne Region, France 
Contact: Kent Region. Justin & Annmarie Ridyard - 
h13jkr@hotmail.com

Event: Thames Valley Road Run to the Haynes Motor Museum 
Date: 5th July 
Location: Sparkford, Somerset BA227LH 
Contact: Contact the Thames Valley region at    
thames_valley@minicooper.org

Event: Miniworld Live (for Mini’s and MINI’s)  
Date: 5th July 
Location: Rockingham Raceway, Corby, 
Northamptonshire NN17 5AF 
Contact: http://www.miniworld.co.uk/

Event: Wheels of Yesteryear Rally   
Date: 5th July 
Location: Mining Museum, Newtongrange and finishes 
(via Glenkinchie distillery) at Lennoxlove House.  Rally, 
static show and concours. 
Contact: http://www.wheelsofyesteryear.org.uk/events.html

Event: Glamis Castle – Vintage Vehicle Extravaganza.  
Date: 11th - 12th July 
Location: Glamis Castle, Forfar, Angus. Autojumble, Rally, 
static show and concours.  Open to all MCR members and 
marques of Mini’s.  Attendance can be one or both days.   
Website: http://www.glamis-castle.co.uk/events.cfm 
Contact: Scottish Region. Ben & Patricia Webb  ben_
patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk to reserve a place!

Event: Lavender Run    
Date: 19th July 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Classic Nostalgia at Shelsley Walsh inc. Hillclimb 
Date: 18th-19th July 
Location: Shelsley Walsh, Worcester 
Contact: http://www.shelsley-walsh.co.uk/events/
content.asp?s=21&ei=406&nei=25

Event: Naunton Classic & Vintage Transport Show & 
Village Fete     
Date: 19th July 
Location: Naunton Recreation Ground (SAT NAV Post 
Code: GL54 3AS) 
Contact: To register your vehicle contact: 
mike.smith24@outlook.com Info at www.
nauntonclassicandvintagetransportshowandfete.co.uk

Event: Kent Region get together and picnic! At the 
Bearsted Classic Car Show for Kent Air Ambulance. 
Date: 19th July 
Location: Bearsted Green Nr Maidstone. 
Contact: Kent Region, contact Justin & Annmarie Ridyard, 
email: h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Event: Silverstone Classic   
Date: 24th, 25th and 26th July (Club presence Sat 25th! 
One day only!) 
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: John Price sc_15@icloud.com

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill   
Date: 31st July – 2nd August 
Location: Marley Eternit Social Club, Whaddon Road, 
Meldreth 
Contact: Trevor knowles.madhouse@virgin.net

August

Event: Croft Nostalgia    
Date: 8th – 9th August 
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic racing 
championships and static classic car and military vehicle show 
Contact: http://www.croftmilitary.co.uk/

Event: Mini Festival 2015 (North)  
Date: 8th August 
Location: Oulton Park 
Contact: Oulton Park    
http://www.mini-festival.co.uk/

Event: Mini in the Park    
Date: 15th August 
Location: Santa Pod Raceway, Northants 
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Biggar Rally    
Date: TBC 16th August 
Location: Biggar. Rally, static car show, concours and 
autojumble.  Camping also available.    
Website: http://albion-trust.org.uk/albion-rally  
Contact: Scottish Region ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Event: MCR “Coopers at Castle Combe” Track Day 
Date: 22nd August 
Location: Castle Coombe, Chippenham, Wiltshire 
Contact: Graham Robinson   
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com

Event: Ham Sandwich Run (Touring assembly)  
Date: 30th August 
Location: Kent 
Contact: Kent Region. Justin & Annmarie Ridyard - 
h13jkr@hotmail.com

September

Event: Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival   
Date: 5th-6th September 
Location: Bo’ness Circuit, Kinneil House. Historic hillclimb, 
static car show, concours.    
http://www.bonesshillclimb.org.uk/ 
Contact: Scottish Region ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Event: Beaulieu International Autojumble  
Date: 5th & 6th September 
Location: Beaulieu, Hampshire 
Details: One of the UK’s largest autojumble’s 
Contact: http://www.beaulieu.co.uk/beaulieu-events/
international-autojumble

Event: Goodwood Revival Meeting   
Date: 11th-13th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day  
Date: 13th September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire. Static car 
show, concours and autojumble. Website: http://www.
miniownersclub.co.uk/stanford2007.htm 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Minis to Ireland    
(A few places left)    
Date: 17th – 24th September 
Location: Ireland 
Contact: chairman@minicooper.org

Event: RAF Mini Club – Battle of Britain Run  
Date: 19th September 
Location: Various – Watford to Folkestone 
Contact: RAF Mini Club on Facebook.

Event: Rally Car Day    
Date: TBC September 
Location: Castle Combe 
Contact: Brian Davage -  bridavage@gmail.com

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show  
Date: 19th-20th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: Mick Cooke, Lancs Region or   
Pete Flanagan

Event: MiniWorld Action Day   
Date: 26th September 
Location: Castle Combe 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

October

Event: Northumberland Borders Rally   
Date: 17th October 
Location: Newcastle area 
Contact: Niall Cook – Newcastle & Durham Region  
naillcook@tiscalli.co.uk

Event: British Mini Fair 2    
Date: 18th October 
Location: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire 
Contact: Worcestershire Region. Mick Rowley - 
rminimick@aol.com

November

Event: MCR Club Meeting – Scottish Region  
Date: 1st November, 12 PM 
Location: The Conservatory @ Norton House Hotel, 
Ingliston, Edinburgh EH28 8LX 
Contact: Scottish Region ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show  
Date: 13-15th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

February 2016

Event: London Classic Car Show   
Date: 18-21st February 2016 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/
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EVENTS

ALL MINI RACE LINE-UP
TWO-DAY WEEKEND EVENT
RUSS SWIFT STUNT SHOW
HUGE MINI CLUB STANDS
TRADE VILLAGE

SPECIALDISCOUNTSAVAILABLE FOR MINI 
OWNERS AND CLUBS
See website for details

0843 453 9000 MINI-FESTIVAL.CO.UK
*Advance tickets available until midday Wednesday 5 Aug. Postage fee applies.

FEATURING:

ONLINE* TICKETS FROM £18 KIDS UNDER 13 FREE

LIVE MUSIC
MINI PARADES AND 
DEMONSTRATIONS
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
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National Mini Cooper Day, Beaulieu 
Sunday 14th June 2015

Beaulieu 2015 will celebrate the 25th anniversary of the introduction of the RSP Mini Cooper; the car that saw the rebirth 
of the official Mini Cooper in 1990.  Although only about 1100 were made, the Cooper models that followed carried the 
classic Mini through to the 21st century.  As a part of our celebration of these cars there will be space reserved in the main 
arena for all RSPs that attend the show.  Selected cars with their owners will be asked to parade in the arena at lunch 
time.  There the owners will also be interviewed by Graham Robson, our commentator for the day.  Graham is a noted car 
historian and author of many books shedding light on the inner workings of the car manufacturers of the 1960s.  

Also occupying space within the arena will be a selection of cars that featured in the iconic Cars and Car Conversions 
magazine from the 60s, 70s and 80s.  These were cars that had their exploits recounted in the magazine and were used 
in competition by many well known drivers of the time.

Then just outside of the arena we will have a display of Ex-Works and Special Tuning cars that are bound to attract the 
usual gathering of honorary members and interested enthusiasts.

The concours, probably one of the best Mini only ones in the country, will be positioned back in the arena and promises 
to feature some of the best cars from the show circuit.  John White and his team of Judges will be searching for new 
winners of the nine classes of awards and the two major trophies. 

Classes remain the same this year, but entry will be allowed on the day, providing that the class has not been filled by pre-
booked entries.  Pre-booking will be cheaper at £5.00 per car plus the cost of an advance ticket @ £9.75.  Entry into the 
concours on the day will be £7.50.   Please go to www.minicooper.org and follow the Beaulieu link.  From there the concours 
form can be downloaded.

We are looking for more trade stands and in particular autojumble ones. Following on from the last couple of successful 
years there will also be an area reserved for private autojumbling.  This will be for a small cost but there will be neither 
vans allowed nor tables. This is for those people who are simply clearing out a collection of parts to be contained in one 
area (which will be sign posted). This is for non trade sellers only and will be policed as such. We hope this will give more 
prominence to those who have excess stock to get rid of and give buyers more choice.

Prices have been held from last year and advance tickets can be bought via the link on the website www.minicooper.org 
then follow the Beaulieu link.

Please remember that an entry ticket also includes admission to the National Motor Museum and other Beaulieu attractions.  

All this and the usual swathe of Minis old and new, many and varied, means Beaulieu is the place to be on the 14th June 
this year if you are a Mini enthusiast. 

Please note that any non Mini (not booked into the autojumble) coming into the show will be directed to a car park 
away from the show area.

Club and regional stands are welcome, please book your advance tickets via the ticket line and visit the website to 
download a copy of the clubs and regions form.

We will also need help with marshalling duties, so please see the separate advert for details.

Hope to see you there!

Tony Salter  

Discounted Advance tickets are on sale now.
Online at www.minicooper.org 
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Beaulieu volunteers

Our National Show at Beaulieu 
is but a few months away                                                    

and volunteers are required to 
help with the parking duties. 

In return for two to three hours work you 
will receive free entry to the show and all 

the Beaulieu attractions.  We will also supply 
a meal and drink ticket and should the 

weather be very warm (let’s hope so!) plenty 
to drink of the non alcoholic variety.

If you are interested in
helping your club on the day:

please call me, Tony Salter, on 02380 560073
alternatively email me on
beaulieu@minicooper.org

TRUNK TRADERS

We are looking for more trade stands, in 
particular Autojumble.   We will have an 
area reserved for private autojumbling from 
a non Mini or MINI. This will be for a small 
cost of £15 in advance, or £20 on the day, for 
a 10ft x 10ft pitch, in addition to your 
normal entrance ticket.   

There will be no vans allowed and no 
tables. This is to allow those people who 
are simply clearing out a collection of parts 
to be contained in one area (which will be 
sign posted). This is non trade and will be 
policed as such. We hope this will give more 
prominence to those who have excess stock 
to get rid of and give buyers more choice. 

 
Pitches may be booked in advance through 
Tony Salter (02380 560073).

BEAULIEU CONCOURS

The booking form for the Concours 
is now available to download from our 

website www.minicooper.org and send to 
Ken Hunter (details on form).

If you do not have access to a computer
call Ken on 01344 772446 

and he will post you a form.

Booking in advance costs £5 per car
plus the cost of the entrance ticket. 

If there are places left you may book on 
the day when it will cost £7.50
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Bournemouth Weekend 2015Mini Action for Lunch
By Bob Ward

All Mini Racing returned to one of Australia’s most famous racing 
tracks, the heritage listed Lakeside International Raceway, and the 

Australian chapter of the Mini Cooper Register went along to provide 
their support.

Located to the north of Brisbane, the circuit is known as the 
spiritual home of Queensland motorsport and was built by 
volunteers with borrowed machinery in the 1960s. The 2.41 km 
(1.50 mile) circuit opened in 1961 but closed down in mid-2001 
before reopening in 2008. 

The circuit played host to such famous names as Jim Clark, Jackie 
Stewart, Jack Brabham, Graham Hill and Chris Amon, when 
the venue hosted a wide range of racing series including the 
Australian Grand Prix on two occasions, the Australian Touring Car 
Championship, the Australian Superbike Championship and the 
Tasman Series.

Five times 500cc Grand Prix motorcycle road racing world 
champion, Mick Doohan, also raced at the circuit and he is quoted 
as saying, “If you can learn to race a motorbike at Lakeside, you can 
compete at any race track in the world”.

The weekend saw the return of Mini Sports Sedans, which were a big 
success in the 1970s, and 80s across Australia, as well as other Mini 
classes including Iron Head, Cross Flow Head, Group C and Historic 
Nb and Nc. This was the first round of the newly formed East Coast 
Super Mini Challenge.

Our group met early, along with a few members from one of the other 
Mini clubs and 16 cars headed for the track where we had pride of 
place parking our Minis adjacent to the end of the main straight near 
the ‘Kink’, a fast left hander.

The morning went quickly with Mini drivers turning on a great display 
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John and Tom about to lap a couple of fellow club members

A swarm of Minis head into the first corner



EVENTS

of racing in the three events before the lunch break. It was just before the break that 
the organisers invited our group to do ‘Happy Laps’ with our road cars, and they did 
not have to ask twice as there were a few among us that had raced on the track in the 
past. How often do you get a race track to yourself for 45 minutes?

At the briefing they called for a leader who knew the track and our illustrious 
President, John Heselwood, was quick to put his hand up as he had raced there on 
numerous occasions. His brief was to lead the 14 car field around at 60kmh (35mph) 
on the first lap and then increase speed to whatever one felt comfortable with. Of 
course for the ‘Prez’ that was flat out where possible!!

The ‘Happy Laps’ quickly developed into a full on race for those who had a bit of 
experience while the less experienced were a little more sedate. Up front John 
Heselwood and his good mate Tom McQuilken went head to toe for 12 laps. They 
both had 1967 Mk1 Cooper S’s and were lapping in some pretty good times for near 
standard 1275’s and were hitting 155kmh on the GPS through the famous ‘Kink’. Next 
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Minis on the Lakeside Raceway Starting Grid

MCR Australia President John Heselwood

Members cars had pride of place beside the track



EVENTS
time, John said, I will bring the 1965 English Mk1 
Downton Cooper S!

I was enjoying the action in my 1969 ex-Police MK2 
Cooper S with fellow member Dave Perkins behind 
the wheel, and kept in close contact with the front 
runners. I don’t think the car had been that fast since 
its days chasing speedsters on the highways. 

Everyone had their own little battles but all good 
things had to come to an end and as we drove 
back through the pits the Mini Race Drivers 
applauded, which was a great touch. 

The owner of the complex had arrived by 
chopper just before we hit the track and he was 
that impressed by our display and the crowd 
that it attracted, that he invited us back to do 
Happy Laps at the next meeting.

Bob Ward
MCR Australia.
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Tom McQuilken Aerial shot of Lakeside International Raceway

MCR Australia President John Heselwood leading Tom 
McQuilken – both 1967 MK1 Cooper S
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.
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By Mike Wood
£10 plus £1.50 p&p direct 
from Mike Wood
5, Lamb Row, Sabden, 
Clitheroe, Lancs, BB7 
9DX
Email: mikediwood@
btinternet.com
01282 771563

Mike and Tony not only managed to finish, but were also awarded 
one of the much coveted Alpine Coupe for not dropping any time 
over the entire event.

Mike has produced a thin A4 booklet charting their adventures 
on that 1965 Alpine Rally. Over the pages he covers the three 
demanding sections of the rally from Marseilles to Grenoble, 
then Grenoble and back, and then finally Grenoble to Monte 
Carlo. These three sections, interspersed with selectives and 
Epreves (which were timed to the second) were set at a just 
achievable average speed. The distances covered in each section 
are considerable and the number of mountains to climb was 
numerous, many at night and always watching the clock to ensure 
they kept to the time schedule.

It is a heartening read and one which illustrates just what a 
challenge the Alpine Rally was. Those familiar with the Alps will 
recall many of the climbs from our Minis to Monte events. This 
entertaining booklet is supplemented with diagrammatic route 
layouts and a set of very interesting graphs, indicating the vast 
number of climbs up and down the mountains needed on each of 
the three sections of the route.

Mike has self published these booklets in a very limited number 
and these can be bought direct from him at the address above. 
I’d recommend anyone interested in the history of rallying, and 
especially of the Alpine Rally, to get a copy and get an insight as to 
just what a challenge the Alpine once was.

Robert Young

Book Review − The French Alpine Rally (Coupes des Alpes)
By Robert Young

Those who follow the history of rallying will be aware of Mike 
Wood, one of our Honorary members, who, being a Works co-

driver, and one who accompanied Tony Fall for the major part of 
Mike’s career at BMC, has much to say about the good old days of 
rallying. Mike and Tony competed on many events for BMC but this 
booklet describes in great detail the first Alpine Rally that Mike and 
Tony did together - in Tony’s company car, a fully prepared Cooper S 
CAK 500G from Appleyards of Leeds.

With the passing of time, and how we now view modern rallying 
today, it is easy to forget just how hard and demanding rallying once 
was. The 1965 Alpine Rally was a monumental challenge, and one that 
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www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk

30 YEARS OF QUALITY CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

01376 574000 
 Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

 Terms & Conditions apply 

PBIS only uses High Quality Insurers. 

Classic Car  -  Modern Car  -  Classic 4x4
Classic Military  -  Classic Bike  -  Classic Commercial

Looking for a NEW policy or just a great
deal on your RENEWAL, our classic

car policies deliver exceptional
cover at very aff ordable premiums

Our ‘BEST’ Deal In
CLASSIC MINI INSURANCE

1985
30 YEARS 2015

Single Car
Policies

Multi-Car
Discounts

Modern & Classic
Cars on One Policy 

MCR Member Discounts

Special Rates
for Collections 

FREE Agreed Value 

FREE Breakdown & 
Recovery 

All Minis 10 years
& older

£75
 from

 50%
 up to

STANFORD HALL MINI SHOW

Sunday 13th September 2015
  

I am again offering my services as co-ordinator for 
the always well attended Mini Cooper Register 
stand at Stanford Hall National Mini show, 
Lutterworth, Leicestershire. 

Hopefully like previous years we will have a display 
showing the diversity of models that the Mini Cooper 
Register represents.

Contact me to book your place
email - jfilor@talktalk.net  
or 01664 566614 (after 6pm) 
leaving your contact details.Places are limited so as usual 
it will be on a first come first served basis. 
I will need your membership number, 
contact details and full details of your car for display.

Jerry Filor 



THE ARCHIVE − Robert Young

A small number of words from me this month (hurray I hear you say!) as I was given an original copy of the Autocar 
road test of 731 HOP, the very early 1071 Cooper S from the Archive’s main contributor, Phillip Splett. So, I 

thought rather than paraphrase the report, I would, for a change copy the original document and let you read for 
yourself just how well received this car was when it came out. Enjoy. 

Robert Young
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Only new once… New Old Stock

Car manufacturers have an obligation to keep their cars on 
the road with their spare parts division keeping an inventory 

of items to do so. Although it could also be said that some cars 
shouldn’t have ever reached the market, let alone be maintained. 

Because of BMC’s worldwide reach, they had spare parts following their 
cars all around the globe, or spares manufactured in markets far away 
from the UK and then it all had to be warehoused. Indeed a necessity, but 
it must have cost a packet to manage. BMC Australia’s growing market 
share in the early 1960s meant they were granted approval in May 
1964 to construct their ‘Liverpool Project’; a BMC Parts & Accessories 
warehouse in Liverpool, Sydney, NSW. This had an Aus £700,000 ($1.4m) 
budget at the time. Then you add the stock and distribution value.

Of course it wasn’t all meant to be a charity, whether it was 
invoiced out from a BMC dealer service department, local garage/
body shop, or simply dad on a Saturday morning doing some home 
maintenance, the consumer was meant to pay. Alas, enough of the 
boring accountant-like chat.

What it did mean though, was that for many years after the car was 
superseded, BMC/Leyland New Old Stock (NOS) items could be 
sourced, sometimes from the dealer, or a third-party like UK based 
enthusiast, Keith Redwood. Keith actively chasing out old dealer 
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OLD STUFF − Stephen DaltonCOOPER
stock they still had tucked away in the 1990s. Buying their contents 
to fill a spare room or two full of BMC packaged items to create yet 
another warehousing problem. He would then move NOS stock 
into the enthusiasts market at an autojumble or show. I recall this 
because John Parnell and I visited Keith in 1994 when I went to the 
UK. Probably not the river of gold then, but now drip fed onto a 
certain internet site most certainly today!

Closer to home (for me), there were a few sources here in Melbourne 
that you could have a lucky find at. Sometimes even a swap meet (Oz 
autojumble) could unearth something too. But in a land saturated by 
Holdens and Fords, even by the 1990s, NOS BMC/Leyland product 
could be few and far between. However, the hunt was part of the fun.

Restoration-wise meant seeking out New Old Stock was a necessity 
of the 80s and 90s, because remanufacturing of many parts was still 
a myth. But over time with the demand for Mini parts ever growing, 
it became justifiable for companies such as Mini Spares and Mini 
Sport to remanufacture unobtainable parts, even when they would 
have often been dealing with a skint Mini enthusiast! Times, values 
and sometimes wallets have changed and so more remanufactured 
items have become available. But NOS gets harder to find. 

Stephen Dalton

Not all LP883 4.5inch ‘S’ rims are created 
equal. This is a BMC Australian spare 

part and as such is painted Silver Birch 
Metallic all over

997 Cooper gauze mesh air filter. 
Hammertone paint and wonky ‘COOPERS’ 

sticker all part of the NOStalgia

Australia v England. Well actually Australia 
used both these door kick plates. The top 

set is for the wind-up door and helps indicate 
how much shallower the pockets were

BMC Service-boxed 13 row Cooper S oil 
cooler. The part number stencilling is ‘ARO 
9809’ across the top. Hopefully Concours 

judges won’t be checking at Beaulieu!

The dizzy height of early 1960s lighting 
technology. BMC Australia dealer pack of 

headlamp globes

BMC Australia wind-up window era Mini 
bits. Plastic internal door handles, door 

jamb escutcheons and seatbelt holder clips

A tad dusty and tad harder to find – 
Cooper S bonnet liner. Brittle is an 

understatement
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BRYAN PURVES LTD 
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 
T: 01342 315009      E: bryan@bryanpurves.co.uk 

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include; Electroplating, Hood Manufacture, Interior Trimming, Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

To view our complete stock visit our website www.bryanpurves.co.uk 

 
Roof Rack Twin Spare 

Wheel (complete) 

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 

 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 
 
 

 

Competition Semi Synthetic Millers Engine Oil – CTV 20W50
 

Specially formulated for the Mini combined engine and gearbox application
 

Authorised distributor.

Telephone 01984 629540



Website and Forum Corner By Graham W. Robinson - Webmaster

It’s been another relatively quiet month on the forum. That said, 
it seems to tick along nicely with very few problems and forum 

membership is still growing.  However, as a result of what the 
previous forum went through it seems that many members are still 
wary of the new one. You don’t need to be, just get stuck in and 
enjoy it! I’ve told you before, it won’t bite!

What I find really useful about forums is what you learn. Even with 
my advancing years I am still discovering things about Minis and Mini 
Coopers that I never knew before. Others on the forum have made a 
similar comment and so I am not alone in making the same comment. 
It’s worth you visiting the forum if only to use it as a knowledge base!

We have recently made a further enhancement to the forum taskbar. After 
a bit of discussion on the forum we now have it in a style that seems to 
suit everyone. Previously the taskbar had a button that said ‘New Posts’.  It 
displayed new posts since you last logged on and the list cleared down when 
you logged off. In other words, if after logging off you went straight back in 
again the New Posts list would be empty. Personally, I found this irritating, 
especially if I hadn’t had the chance to check out all the new posts on my 
previous visit to the forum. Now on the taskbar we have a button that 
says ‘New/Recent Posts’. Clicking on it will give you all the posts that have 
been made in the last 24 hours. Furthermore, as well as the last 24 hours, 
by selecting from the box in the centre of the page you can now opt to 
see the posts made in the last 3 days, 7 days, 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, 
6 months and 1 year.   The results will always be there for you to see and 
will only change as they update with the hours and days moving on. This is 
really a development of ‘Active Posts’ that you will already be familiar with 

if a forum user. Using Active Posts as a basis, what we have done, as well 
as renaming it, is to bring the ‘Display results for …….’ box to the top of 
the page from the bottom where it previously was. We have also given you 
more time options in displaying results. It seems to work well in my view.

Having explained about ‘New/Recent Posts’ I am aware that there 
are also some forum users who prefer the original way that ‘New 
Posts’ worked. To cater for these forum users we still have ‘New 
Posts’ that cleared down after every forum visit, except it is now 
called ‘New Posts Only.’ It can be accessed from the Quick Links 
button on the very left hand side of the taskbar. All in all, I hope that 
the way we now have it set up will appeal to all forum users.

So that’s the latest on the forum. All being well I will be back in the 
UK by the time you read this. I plan to go to Beaulieu on 14th June so I 
would hope to catch up on things with many of you on the day. Perhaps 
the attached mug shot might help if you have no idea what I look like!

Graham W. Robinson Webmaster
webmaster@minicooper.org

WEBSITE AND FORUM CORNER
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Obituary − Malcolm George Manning 1951-2015

I first met Malcolm at the Mini Cooper Day in 2000. I’d just completed 
the restoration of my Radford De Ville hatch back, PEU 22, when 

Malcolm began a conversation with me on Minis and coach built 
models in particular.

Malcolm was born in Stockwood Bristol, and after leaving school 
aged 16 took up an apprenticeship as a sheet metal fabricator, a useful 
trade when later in life he turned to car restoration. Several years 
after finishing his training he worked in Bristol at the Fry’s Keynsham 
chocolate factory. Always of a business mind, he added a sideline of 
selling jewellery to his work friends and before long the sales expanded 
with evening jewellery parties which evolved into setting up his first 
shop, Golden Rose. Four years later in Keynsham he renamed his 
business, Manning Jewellers. During this period notwithstanding 
bringing up a family, he found time to do Judo and became a black belt. 
He later went on to train others for a number of years in Judo too.

Like so many MCR members, Malcolm’s passion was for classic Minis 
of all models. A few years ago I reported on his ultra rare, white, 
Crayford converted Mk2 Cooper S. From a boy on the bus on his way 
to school he would drool over the car parked outside a hairdressers 
and his dream came true when ten years ago he was able to track 
the car down and buy it. He’d waited thirty years for the opportunity 
to buy it! Shortly before buying the car another rarity was acquired, 
a metallic green Wood and Pickett Clubman 1275 GT. Then another 
with a porthole rear window conversion and finally a super luxury 
NJC, Clubman 1275 GT, created by ex-employees of Wood and 
Pickett in 1975. 

In later years, whilst still owning his shop, Malcolm took more of a back 
seat in the jewellers to allow him to run a Mini restoration business, 
namely,  Kingswell Minis, with his younger son Alex, near  High Littleton, 

By Steve Burkinshaw

Somerset. Over the years dozens of Minis and projects passed through 
their hands and they were well known in the area as was demonstrated 
with the large number of people attending Malcolm’s funeral. Several 
Minis, including Malcolm’s own Moke recently brought back from Spain, 
followed the hearse from the pretty village of Queen Charlton three miles 
away to where Malcolm was laid to rest at Haycomb Crematory, Bath.

He will be sadly missed by many people not least his family to which I 
pass on my sincere condolences and sympathy for their loss.

Steve Burkinshaw

Malcolm Manning’s Moke in his funeral procession
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Cooper Tuning Conversions

Authentic
Genuine Cooper

High Quality 
Made In England

Passion For Speed

Specialist Mini Parts

Official 100% genuine Cooper, 
created by Mini Sport in conjunction
with John Michael Cooper himself!

All manufactured in England and to the
highest quality or sourced from leading

British brands such as Moto-Lita.

Authentic conversion kits, bringing the performance 
& feel of the original 1960s Cooper S to your Mini!

Quality, Reliability & Engineering Excellence 

Signed Memorabilia Merchandise Specialist Mini Parts

Specialist Mini Parts Collectables Custom Made Mini Parts

Cooper
Steering Wheels

Cooper 
Styling & Accessories

“The Mini has a very special place in my heart and is a big part of my life.  
With Mini Sport’s experience and modern technology, we are recreating 

a new range of products that matches their quality and image for 
Mini Classic enthusiasts around the world.”

Come & visit us at 
Mini Cooper Day, 

Beaulieu
14th June 2015

PARTS & ACCESSORIES SINCE 1967

Quality parts, Great value
for your Mini Make it Mini Sport!

Mini Sport Limited, Padiham, Burnley, Lancs, BB12 7AP
Order Online: www.minisport.com or Call: +44 (0)1282 778731 

SinglePage_Cooper_Paddy.qxp_SinglePage_Cooper_Paddy  01/05/2015  11:12  Page 1



Bournemouth Weekend 2015MINI Challenge Donington Park National - 25th-26th April 2015
By David Young

COMPETITION
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The season opener at long last.  How would the new F56s go? How 
much faster would they be than the JCWs?  Would the separate 

Cooper Class races be any good?  All the questions were answered on 
Saturday afternoon and on Sunday those views were confirmed.

JCW/F56 Class.
25 starters with 16 brand new MINI Cooper S F56s qualifying, they looked 
great, they sounded great, and they went like stink!  The MINI Challenge 
team have to be congratulated in producing so many of them as well as 
getting so many F56s to the start line; a very bold move indeed. Everybody 
was expecting teething troubles and a few of them did play up a bit.  
Robert Smith, BMTR, showed how they should be driven with 2 out of 
3 race wins followed by a 3rd place. Only a 3rd place because an oil seal 
went in the gearbox and sprayed oil onto the clutch. New comer to the 
MINI Challenge, David Grady, had two 2nd places and a 4th place, whilst 
Ryan Rhode achieved a 4th, 6th and 3rd so the new R56s are reliable too.  
A lot of the teams were obviously trying new setups and learning the new 
cars.  With the weather being dry with small showers on Saturday, things 
were all but bone dry on Sunday. The Pirelli tyres were certainly earning 
their money.  My overall impression of the new cars was Awesome!

The JCWs were mostly being refreshed from last year, some were just 
brought out and some had nice new wraps.  Unfortunately, last year’s 
champion, Chris Knox, could not raise enough of a budget to start.  Neil 
Newstead and his Oakfield Motorsport Team, run by Bill Sollis, had a 4 car 
team; a Cooper for Darren Chatt, an F56 for Charlie Butler-Henderson and 
two JCWs; one for Bill himself and the other for Steve Ruxton Cocker.  Neil 
had a great weekend with 2 Class wins and a 2nd.  Surprise of the weekend 

JCW/F56

F56s

Qualifying F56

1 Rob Smith

2 David Grady

3 Ryan Rhode

Race 1

1 Rob Smith

2 David Grady

3 Charlie Butler Henderson

Race 2

1 Charlie Butler Henderson

2 David Grady

3 Rob Smith

Race 3

1 Rob Smith

2 Charlie Butler Henderson

3 Ryan Rhode

JCW/F56

JCWs

Qualifying JCW

1 Neil Newstead

2 Kevin O'Connor

3 Hamish Brandon

Race 1

1 Neil Newstead

2 Hamish Brandon

3 Steve Ruxton-Cocker

Race 2

1 Neil Newstead

2 Kevin O'Connor

3 Hamish Brandon

Race 3

1 Hamish Brandon

2 Neil Newstead

3 Erkka Lindstedt

The very full grid of F56s &  JCWs
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Coopers

Qualifying

1 Simon Walton

2 Martin Poole

3 Adrian Norman

Race 1

1 Nathan Harrison

2 Simon Walton

3 Martin Poole

Race 2

1 Martin Poole

2 Nathan Harrison

3 Simon Walton

Race 3

1 Ricky Page

2 Simon Walton

3 Nathan Harrison

was Kevin O’Connor in a new JCW, achieving 
two 2nd places and a 4th.  Hamish Brandon 
was on the money all weekend and had two 
3rd places and a 1st.  The leading JCWs even 
managed to catch the tail-enders in the F56s so 
speed was never an issue.

The racing was fantastic all weekend, hardly any 
panel damage, no major accidents and it stayed 
dry. All in all a superb weekends racing for the 
JCW/F56 Power Maxed MINI Challenge. Steve Cocker of Oakfield Motorsport getting his 1st podium

The Cooper Grid



COMPETITION
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Cooper Class 

Lots of new drivers in this class but some 
old ones too. You are never too old to enjoy 
racing! Simon Walton, of Swanflight, had 
been out with lots of practising pre-season, 
Rob Simms racing had re built both of the 2 
Swanflight/Scalextric cars.  Simon had stated 
on Facebook that he intended to get on 
the Podium this year! He most certainly did 
that. 3 visits in fact but  still the win evades 
him.  Adrian Norman, his team mate, also 
had a great weekend showing good pace in 
qualifying and with three 10th places. 

With 16 starters, racing should be more fun 
this season, with the Coopers have their own 
race. Those JCWs lapping at speed would be 
a thing of the past.  Henry Neal, son of Matt 
Neal BTCC Champion (who was present all 
weekend helping!) had a mixed weekend, a 
not too good qualifying time, trying Crammer 
Curves flat in the damp, causing an off, and an 
8th place in the first race, and then destroyed 
his car in the 2nd race causing a red flag on lap 
9.  Great thing was his spirits were still up and 
he was un-hurt. 

Ricky Page was the hero of the weekend, in 
his AP Cars Kent Cooper run by our friends 
at Sussex Road & Race.  Ricky had a fresh 
engine built by Alan Page and looked great in 
qualifying with a 4th place, saving tyres, (or 
is that Tires?). He led the first race coming 
through from the 2nd row on the grid only to 
slow on the last lap with brake failure, leaving 
Nathan Harrison, Simon Walton and Martin 
Poole to overtake him.  The next 2 races were 
something else.  The 2nd race he went straight 
to front on the first lap and there he stayed.  
Same again in the 3rd race straight to the front 
and there he stayed. Nathan Harrison had 

Lee Pattison, Hamish Brandon, William Phillips & David Grady in their new F56s

Hamish Brandon flying lessons in Qualifying

Bence Balogh in profile, pretty Car!
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a great weekend with 3 trips to the podium 
for Coastal Racing.  The racing in the Cooper 
Class was very exciting to watch, it was great 
to focus just on them without the distraction 
of the quicker JCWs. The race is now about 
the Coopers. I personally think it will go from 
strength to strength. The only issue I see is 
one of parts supply. The cars are now 10 years 
old. Still, Appendix K for pre 66 Minis is doing 
so well so the future looks good. 

 Antony Williams and the MINI Challenge team 
are to be congratulated for putting on a great 
show.  Even the website and catering has been 
overhauled with Refined Concierge offering 
gourmet buffet lunches and freshly brewed 
coffee, teas & chocolate.
http://www.minichallenge.co.uk/  for full 
details of futures races, results and pictures, 
(by yours truly of course).

David Young

Jason Jefferys learning how to race a JCW!

Kevin O’Connor, Hamish Brandon in JCWs chased by Chris Oakman in an F56



TECHNICAL TOPICS − 
By Richard Pengelly

Classic cars often do very few miles each year and  can show 
very little tread wear even when they are 5, 10 or even 15 

years old. As a consequence the useful safe life of a classic car tyre 
can be dictated by its age rather than depth of tread. 

Since the coming of radials, carcass structure and compound 
technology has continually developed to provide drivers with stronger 
tyres, improved grip and better wear. As a result tyre life increased 
initially to 18,000 miles, then up to 30,000 miles and now 40,000 miles 
- even on modern performance cars.  But then the words ‘number 
of years - manufacturers recommendations’ triggered the question, 
how many years and what recommendations? An internet search soon 
found masses of information on a number of websites where tyre 
ageing, as opposed to just tyre wear, is a major topic.

Tyres are a composite of carcass and rubber, the rubber, with its 
sacrificial tread, is the contact point between the car, and the ground. 
Driving torque, braking force and cornering forces are transmitted by 
the rubber through to the carcass. So, condition of the rubber and its 
adhesion to the carcass is vital. The tyre will fail if the bond between 
rubber and the supporting carcass weakens or parts.

The strength and characteristics of a tyre are, to a large extent, 
determined by the tyre carcass. The carcass is formed from layers of 
polymer and steel cords laid across and around inside the outer rubber 
moulding. Rubber is moulded around the internal carcass. To turn the 
rubber from a plastic to an elastic state the carcass and its surrounding 
rubber are filled with hot water or steam, then cured. This process 
changes the characteristics of the rubber, and is known as vulcanisation.

Natural rubber and polybutadiene rubber contain long molecular 
chains which react over time with oxygen and ozone. These 
chemical reactions reduce the length of these molecular chains 
making the rubber harder, or, in the case of polyutadiene rubber, 
making it softer over time.This ageing process affects the ability 
of the carcass to adhere to the rubber.  In general, rubber ageing 
and the push/pull between the rubber and carcass during driving, 
loosens this bond between the rubber and its supporting carcass.

If the vehicle is used daily, tyre deterioration is slower, but if it is static for 
long periods of time, the carcass at the bottom of the tyre can develop 
a weak adherence to the rubber around the contact patch.  Classic 
cars, caravans and trailer tyres all suffer from these types of weakness 
problems because they tend   to be static for long periods of time. 

Air within the tyre also has an effect on this tyre ageing process. Air 
used to inflate tyres normally has some moisture content and this 
moisture attacks the carcass, rusting the steel cords from the inside 
over time. Using an inner tube within a tyre can reduce this internal 
damage from water vapour, but it will not eliminate it entirely. Always 
take expert advice before fitting an inner tube because they are not 
recommended for low profile tyres. Air also expands when hot, and this 
increases the tyre pressure and tyre stress. Nitrogen, used in aircraft 
and racing cars, is the more stable alternative which expands less when 
hot. This is often promoted by garages these days. But the RAC and 
other bodies say the cost of using nitrogen is not worth the expense on 
a normal road car and many claims made for nitrogen are exaggerated.

There are many visible signs of premature tyre ageing which can 
easily be identified by examining tyres closely as shown in Figure 1.
• Strong sunlight and weather will age the side walls of the tyre, and 

this includes spare wheels on the back of 4 x 4’s and those cars with 
under slung spare wheels. Small cracks on tyre side walls or within the 
treads is a sign of this type of ageing. Modern polymers have reduced 
this problem in recent years, but a friend of mine in Birmingham had 
problems with his BMW tyres that were only four years old.

Tyres - Part 2. Tyre age
• External bulges or distortions in the outer and inner side walls. 

This can be due to kerbing or a tyre standing in one position for 
a long time. I had this problem with new tyres after I stored my 
car for only five months over one winter. 

If you want to find how old your tyres are and when they were 
made then all of today’s tyres have the manufacturing date moulded 
into the side wall. The week number and year of manufacture are 
stamped on the side of every tyre, (see Figure 2) and have been in 
this current format since 2000.

In order to try and reduce this tyre ageing process there are a few 
things the classic car owner can do to help himself:

• When the car is laid up, jack the car off the wheels. This will 
de-stress the tyre and the wheel bearings as well.

• Keep the tyres and car in a garage away from the weather and 
direct sunlight.

• Deflate the tyre when the car is laid up. This will reduce the 
internal stress loading on the carcass.

The British Tyre Association considers that if new tyres are stored 
in their wrappers but unused and not installed on a wheel, for every 
year from the date of manufacture the tyre is stored, it is a half  
life year off its useable life. So even storing unused tyres is not a 
recommended option.

A number of classic car owners have said to me that although their tyres 
are well over 10 years old they appear to be in good condition, still 
supple etc, and, as a result, they intended to continue to use them. As far 
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Figure 2 tyre manufacture date of manufacture stamp

Figure 1(b) Tread age cracks

Figure 1(a) Side wall age cracks



as they were concerned, if the tyre passed the MoT test it is OK to use. 
Well, here are a few examples of accidents proven to have been caused 
by old tyres that looked good and passed an MoT but failed in use.

• In 2007 an MGB owner bought a set of second hand wheels fitted 
with + 20 year old tyres. He took a friend out for a spin on the 
M56, the front wheels started to wobble; he tried to drive through 
the wobble. One of the tyres collapsed and he crashed the car 
killing himself, but the passenger survived to tell what happened.

• In 2014 an E type Jaguar owner with a car that had been 
stored for some years resting on its tyres, drove down to the 
Goodwood Revival. A rear tyre threw a tread at 50 mph causing 
£500 of body damage (see Figure 3).

• A coach returning from an Isle of Wight music festival in August 
2012 crashed into a tree on the A3, exiting the Hindhead 
tunnel, when a 19 year old front tyre collapsed. The driver and 
two other passengers were killed. As a result of this crash the 
Surrey Coroner, Richard Travers, wrote to the Secretary of State 
asking if he intended to bring in any legislation restricting the 
age of tyres. In his reply the Secretary of State said that, whilst 
he had been advised there was no scientific evidence to show 
tyres deteriorate with age, his Department issued a guide line 
recommending that no Public Service Vehicle (PSV) should have 
front tyres over 10 years old. More about this below.

So what is considered a safe tyre age? There are, as with all 
subjective issues, a number of answers. The general opinion is that 
tyres have a safe life, and can be used up to their maximum design 
parameters for five to six years. Beyond six years the safety factor 
diminishes and the risk of tyre failure increases to a point when a 
tyre that is ten years old should be scrapped. The Caravan Club 
recommends replacing tyres every five years and scrapping after 
seven years. It can be said that, after five to six years, tyre safety 
continues to reduce steadily and beyond ten years the probability 
of tyre failure increases proportionally. A twenty year old tyre has a 
high risk of failure, at any time, no matter how it is used.

So what stresses a tyre? High ambient temperatures, internal 
heat, overloading, road speed and high cornering forces. A long 
motorway drive in the summer and a loaded car with under 
inflated tyres certainly combines three of these elements. Not 
to mention track days or any competitive driving when all the 
damaging elements will be seen by the tyres. The one common 
feature about tyre failure is, it happens without warning, often 
with no bang, and the loss of control is often instantaneous. If 
you have tyres that are rated at 100mph or higher and you wish 
to drive at that speed outside the UK be aware of the tyres age 
before you attempt to drive them at their design limit, especially if 
they are over five years old.

There is another reinforced rubber component often used in modern 
cars that deteriorates just like a tyre, the camshaft drive belt. But, 
unlike a tyre car, manufactures specify the cam belt is changed after 
a fixed number of miles or after a specific lapsed time. The cam belt 
has a steel carcass, with a rubber outer cover similar to a tyre. Over 

time the rubber pulls away from the steel carcass and the rubber 
ages just like the tyre. Because cam belts have a fixed recommend 
component life, we change them. Well tyres also suffer from the 
same type of deterioration but, at the moment, many of us only think 
about changing tyres when the tread wears down, or there is a visible 
sign of deterioration. 

Below are a few references for those who wish to investigate what 
others say about recommended tyre age:

• http://www.rospa.com/roadsafety/adviceandinformation/
vehiclesafety/tyresafety/tyres-information.aspx

• http://www.bridgestone.com.au/tyres/passenger/care/age.aspx

• http://www.ntda.co.uk/useful-links/tyre-ageing/

• http://www.firestonecompleteautocare.com/cf/tires/time-for-
new-tires-know-the-signs/

• http://www.safetyresearch.net/blog/articles/number-tire-age-
recommendations-grows-bridgestone-firestone-latest-entry

• http://www.tirerack.com/tires/tiretech/techpage.
jsp?techid=138

• http://www.campingandcaravanningclub.co.uk/helpandadvice/
technicalhelp/looking-after-your-unit/tyres-and-tyre-care/

I was interested also to find out if the UK Government had any tyre 
age legislation in the pipeline following representations to them from 
the Surrey Coroner, Richard Travers. The Secretary of State, Patrick 
McLoughlin, in his reply to Richard Travers on 29th November 2013, 
did say that when the Government did a small survey of 210 Public 
Service Vehicles (PSV) vehicles, 6% had tyres over 10 years old and 3% 
over 15 years old. But at that time their focus was only on PSV vehicles.

Following this initial investigation the Department issued the 
following recommendation:

• httpd://www.gov.uk/goverment/punlications/public-service-
vehicles-tyre-age-recomendation

This recommended that tyres over 10 years old should not be fitted 
to the front axles of PSV vehicles. Which I thought, considering 
what was known in the tyre industry, was very conservative.
At the end of 2014 I asked the Secretary of State if there had been 
any further recommendations, and he said the Department’s interest 
had been focused on heavy vehicles only. But they did intend to 
widen their remit and conduct further research in the future.

He also referred to the link below by the British Tyre Manufacturers 
Association which he felt gave further guidance on the subject.

• http://www.btmauk.com/data/files/Replacing_Car_Tyres_1_
June_2011.pdf

I think in conclusion it is fair to say that the Secretary of State and the 
Department are aware of the tyre ageing problem, not just on PSV’s 
but in relation to classic cars, caravans, trailers etc. However, the 
wheels of Governments grind slowly and I expect any legislation would 
eventually have to be an EU wide thing when it comes into force.

I don’t know why, but when I’ve brought up the subject of old tyres with 
classic car and trailer owners there is a reluctance to accept that tyres 
can deteriorate without showing any visible external signs. However, I 
think there is enough evidence and advice from tyre from manufacturers 
and users, to show that, even if an old tyre looks in good condition, it is 
not necessarily proof it can be safely used under all conditions.

If I receive any further information from the Secretary of State, I will 
pass this on to  members via CooperWorld.

Richard Pengelly ©   
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Figure 3 E.Type Jaguar body damage following 
collapsed rear tyre
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Fuel Lines

I had a call from Peter Smith about a 
fuel leak that he had discovered on 
James Martin’s Ex-Works Cooper 8 
EMO. This was from the Petroflex 
pipe which joins the two carb float 
chambers together. It would seem 
that at some time the banjo to the left 
hand carb had the crimped connection 
removed and a Jubilee clip used to 
replace it. It is perhaps likely that the 
fuel pipe was changed a while ago and 
the replacement one was found to be 
too long. So, I imagine that the crimped 
connector was removed and the pipe 

shortened and hence the fitting of the Jubilee clip and, of course, 
this is where the fuel was leaking from as the stress on the fuel pipe 
caused it to crack. This, as we know, is now becoming a big issue 
with the use of ethanol in the rubbish fuel we are forced to use slowly 
eating away at the rubber fuel hoses most of our cars use. Why the 
EU, in their infinite wisdom, allowed a fuel additive to be used that 
eats rubber fuel pipes is beyond me, but there we are.

Needless to say, I advised Peter that he should not only change 
this fatigued fuel line, but also change all of the other flexible fuel 
lines on the car, because if this one has failed, others will not be far 
behind it. There are always flexible lines in the boot from the fuel 
tanks to the metal connecting pipe and also from the fuel pumps 
to the main fuel line and, of course, the flexible line to the right 
hand carb from the main fuel line. Having gone through a similar 
experience myself last year, I was able to advise Peter where he 
could buy suitable fuel pipes that were safe with ethanol and would 
look similar to the traditional Smiths Petroflex used in the day. The 
chap that I used was Derek at Stevson Motors in Birmingham. He 
actually used to plumb the Works cars at Abingdon in the day, so 
is familiar with the needs of the cars. He and his daughter make all 
of the braded fuel lines from stock, so you can specify any length 
you need and any type of connection, be it screw, banjo crimped 
or push fit  needing a Jubilee clip (not ideal!) The braiding is, these 
days, made in stainless steel but I gave my hoses a quick spray 
over with a galvanised spray can and they then looked just like the 
original. Derek can be contacted on 0121 472 1702 and has a web 
site www.stevsonmotors.co.uk.  Make sure you replace those old 
fuel lines before your car springs a leak too.

EBL56C Mk3 shell sold

Those of you who watch the classic car sale and auction sites will 
have seen that a Mk3 Cooper S ABW 85H, which once wore the 
number plate EBL 56C on a Mk3 shell, sold for just over £10,000 
recently at an auction on the Isle of Wight. This car was once owned 
by Guy Smith before he painstakingly rebuilt it back into a superb 
Mk1 shell and is the much revered car we see today. The Mk3 was 
first owned by Graham Brown who did own the original Works car 
as a MK1, after it left Abingdon, and used it on numerous national 
events, but it was unfortunately destroyed in a bad road accident 
hence the re-shell. 

Back in those days, it was the done thing to build the car back into 
the latest shell available - in this case a Mk3 (I know, I did just the 
same). Many of the Works parts were either fitted to the Mk3 or 
stored. Graham Brown used that Mk3 on many events including 
the Golden 50 Rally in 1982. Guy Smith, seeing the car offered for 
sale in Motoring News bought the car in 1983 and after using it for 
a short while, set about building the car back into a MK1 shell along 
with all of the Works parts that came with the car, supplementing 
it with many other Works parts sourced and scrounged along the 
way. Guy then sold the Mk3 car to David Scothorn and thence onto 
a chap on the Isle of Wight and there it seems to have remained for 
all of its life until sold just a few weeks ago. I’m told the car still has 
a 1275GT engine and S brakes but that’s probably about all. I’m not 
sure who the new owner is but it would be good to hear what plans 
he has for the car.

Moke Sump Plate

Many will know that some Works cars were often fitted with a Moke 
sump plate, which was screwed to the bottom of the gearbox for 
use on events as these were considered to be lighter on the car. This 
was accompanied by the short ‘13 hole’ guard that fits to the front 
of the subframe and butts up close to the sump plate. These two 
items were seen on the 1967 Monte cars and others besides. I have 
used a steel Moke sump plate and 13 hole guard for ages and, in my 
experience, these two items are a good combination, offering both 
reasonable protection and not overly heavy for events that don’t 
venture into a rough forest.  However, recently in discussion with 
Rob Sharman, who managed to obtain many Ex-Works and interesting 
parts from Paul Gaymer when he sold up, told me that he had a 
magnesium sump plate that came from Abingdon screwed to a gear 
casing. Once he’d told me that, I was intrigued, as this is something 
that I’d not seen or heard of before. After discussions, Rob kindly 
donated both the sump plate and its accompanying gear casing to me 
for the build of my BJB 77B.  

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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Lovely original Smiths Petroflex rubber fuel pipe may look the 
part but these days are dangerous to use because ethanol eats it

ABW 85H auctioned on the Isle of Wight in April
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Comparing the relative weights of a steel sump plate and the 
magnesium item was an eye opener. The steel sump plate weighs in 
at a modest 5½ lbs – the magnesium sump plate a mere 1¼ lbs. Both 
are fixed with countersunk screws to the three thickening blocks cast 
onto the gear casing and other than the heart stopping moments of 
drilling and tapping the gear case so that you don’t go through to the 
inside, it’s an easy item to fit.  However, to do the job correctly the 
gear casing should be skimmed flat across the three blocks to ensure 
the sump plate fits correctly. My thanks go the Rob Sharman for his 
generosity in giving me the magnesium plate.

RJB326F where are you?

In conversation recently with Paul Sulma, our Editor and owner 
of RJB327F, we were wondering where its sister car, RJB326F is 
these days. The last information we had was when it was auctioned 
by Bonhams in 2004 and was possibly acquired by Ronnie White 
but perhaps he could let us know either way on that. The car was 
prepared by Abingdon for the 1968 RAC Rally but sold off to Phil 
Cooper as Abingdon were too busy preparing for the up-coming 
Marathon. Phil Cooper and Mike Bennett entered the RAC and came 
home with not only a class win, but 4th overall despite Hydrolastic 
failure in the later stages and the subframe breaking up. Soon after 
the RAC, the very tired bodyshell was replaced with a Mk3 shell 
(sound familiar?) by Phil who continued to use the car until it was 
sold to the Warner Green Hotel of Oulton and campaigned by Chris 
Connell, then Ian Parsons, then Jeremy Wright who used it on the 
Circuit of Ireland. 

The car was then owned by Ian Lancaster before passing on to the 
new owner (who offered it for sale in 2004). During that time the 
car did numerous Internationals, nationals and club rallies before 

the then present owner commissioned Bob Brain Developments to 
restore the car back to a Mk2 shell. With a correct Mk2 shell the car 
was completely and painstakingly rebuilt with as much of the original 
equipment used as possible but, as it was built for the then current 
historic rallying, safety equipment had been necessarily upgraded and 
this is much as it was when sold at Bonhams in 2004. 

Final call

This is the final call for those wishing to display at Beaulieu on the Ex-
Works and Competition car display in a few weeks time – you need 
to contact me today – now - if you want a place. It’s also the last call 
for those invited with Works cars to display at MG Live at Silverstone 
on 20th and 21st June.   Bill Price needs to hear from you straight 
away.  See you at Beaulieu and Silverstone.

Robert Young

RJB326F driven by Phil Cooper to 4th place on the 1968 RAC Rally

Super light magnesium sump plate screwed to the gearbox

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Following on from last month’s update 
on WUK 391G, Dave Johnson has kindly 
sent in a couple of photos. Paul Bates, 
the new owner, has recommissioned 
the car and I’m pleased to say it’s back 
on the road with a fresh MOT. I thought 
that Paul had given the car a lick of paint 
but apparently the car has simply been 
‘mop polished’, quite a transformation, 
great work and good to see WUK back 
on the road again. 

I decided to tackle a problem on 
my own car this month. The rear 
suspension geometry on EWA has 
always niggled me due to the amount Nick Hunter

Paul Bates’s WUK 391G - MOT’d and back on the road again

Shining nicely after a ‘Mop’ polish
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of positive camber. Following the car’s appearance in Classic and 
Sportscar magazine, I became even more aware that the car tends 
to look a bit like a ‘swing axled’ Triumph Herald from the rear, 
with the wheels noticeably leaning out at the top. This effect made 
worse by the 165 tyres I’ve currently got fitted on ‘Minilife’ alloy 
rims. Something needed to be done, so I booked the car in with 
local Mini experts Minimine. Now, depending on which repair 
manual you read, the rear suspension camber setting should be 
in the range 0-2 degrees positive, so a little lean out at the top of 
the wheel is acceptable. Both sides on EWA were close to two 
degrees, so a tweak was certainly in order. I wanted to keep the 
original radius arm brackets (yes, sad I know), so it was agreed to 
file out the bracket to bring things back closer to zero. As usual 
things are never as simple as you first think. Once the hydrolastic 
units were depressurized it became apparent that there was 
significant play in the radius arm bearings, which is not so easily 
detected with pressure in the system. Since both sides needed 
doing it made sense to get all the work done at the same time.

With the car back together the rear wheels now sit at very close 
to ‘0’ degrees i.e. vertical and the rear end of the car looks a lot 
better I think. On the road the car’s handling is improved, it’s 
hard to describe but it does feel more secure or ‘planted’ at the 
back, particularly on rougher roads and when crossing cambers i.e. 
overtaking. Hopefully nothing else to sort now before the long run 
to Beaulieu!

Quiet again on the register, so I thought we’d have another delve 
back into the photo archive. Does anyone recognise or have any 
information on the cars you see which have not been heard of for 
some time.

SPN 508G - Another nicely modified car on Cosmics not heard 
of for a long time

SUF 803H -Very old photo this probably dating from the early 
eighties is SUF still around?

VLW 780G - Last heard of undergoing full restoration

SDA 61F - Registered in the early 1990’s looking good on 
genuine Dunlop D1 wheels

EWA with a bit too much positive camber

EWA with near zero degrees positive camber
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wait and see.  These opportunities do come up from time to time 
via magazines and, in this case, film companies wanting classic cars 
for articles or productions. The trouble is that they are often at 
very short notice and entail a long journey to and from the venue.  
However, if you would like the opportunity to partake, please let 
the Clubs Public Relations Officer, Paul Sulma or I know. 

I’m also grateful to Robert Sheppard for responding to my appeal.  
His father used to work at Longbridge in the 1960s. So, when he 
was looking to buy a classic car, the Mini seemed like a great choice 
as he could always call him up and ask for advice!

His car is a late November 1969 Cooper Mk2 - one of the very last 
made and thus has a few Mk3 features - such as the single skin boot, 
scuttle and the colour scheme. The general consensus is that they had 
run out of MKII paint colours and thought ‘why not’, so his car is in 
Antelope with a Snowberry white roof and it is confirmed that this is 
how it left the factory.  The car was restored by the last owner who 
employed Sevenoaks Minis over 10 years ago and it still looks great 
today.  It was owned by Paul Dadson for 10 years previous to him 
restoring it. More recently it was owned by Michael Ellman Brown, a 
well known MG and Mini enthusiast. All that is left for Robert to do 
is recommission the original twin carbs which came with the car and 
replace a single HIF carb that had been fitted to the car.

If you have some time on your hands and want a project, why not 
consider a MKII restoration.  It seems like some of you are doing 
just that.  I recently got a call from Jim Yorkston from Scotland 
enquiring about a prospective project car.  Jim had already done 
quite a bit of research and was planning to view the car in a few 

Beaulieu just days away now when you read this and we have a nice 
mix of cars for the register display. Do come over and have a chat 
with the owners, I’ll also be round and about all day.  

See you on June 14th

Nick Hunter

Robert Sheppard’s late built Mk2 Cooper

Robert’s car painted unusually in Antelope and Snowberry white

PKF 367F - Originally El Paso beige this car was restored way 
back in 1984

XWX 33G - Some serious mods to this car believed to be a hill 
climb competition car

Cooper Mk 2 Register

Many thanks to all that responded to my April request.  I’ll kick off 
with some interesting news from Lindsay Ash about his old MKII, 
OKR 215G.  Lindsay spotted it again at the Brooklands Mini show 
and got chatting to the present owner.  During the conversation 
Lindsay discovered the car is soon to appear on television. The Mini 
Club that the current owner belongs to was approached by the 
BBC looking for Classic cars between 1968 and 1978.   The cars 
were required for filming a new comedy series which will be set in 
the ‘seventies’.  Several classic cars will be needed for ‘authentic’ 
filming, of which OKR 215G will be one.  Knowing how particular 
the BBC are to detail, Lindsay suspects the original registration 
plates will remain on the cars and, no doubt, retro tax discs will be 
displayed.   Filming is due to start around now (end of April) so you 
may be lucky enough to see OKR in action.  Hopefully, screening of 
the series will be later this year, or early next. We will just have to 

Graham Robinson
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days time.  When Jim called me back I was expecting to hear a full 
report on the state of the vehicle.  To my surprise and Jim’s too, 
the owner had changed his mind and decided to keep the car.  
Fortunately for Jim, he called him just before he was due to set off 
to view the car.  Cars are still out there if you want a project - it’s 
just difficult to prise then away from their current owners when 
they know someone else wants it.

You may recall a couple of months ago I was talking about houses.  
More particularly the Mini House David Sleightholm is building 
for EUR 66G.  David has kindly sent some recent photos of the 
progress so far.  As you can see, the framework is complete and 
the next stage is fitting the wood shingles on the roof and wood 
cladding on the sides.  David is hoping to complete the project by 
the end of June.  

I am disappointed that it is coming to the end of May and, so far, I 
have only one volunteer for the MKII Register display at Beaulieu.  
Hopefully, the situation will have changed from the time of writing this 
and the magazine dropping through your letterbox.  Nevertheless, I 
can always do with a few reserves.  So, if you are going to Beaulieu 
and would like a chance to have the best place to park at the show 
and thereby get a free ticket, then please contact me ASAP.  

Until the next time “Happy Coopering”.   

Graham Robinson

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

I thought an update on the state of the 
Mk 3 S Register was in order as we 
haven’t had one for a while.

New, or previously missing cars, still 
turn up from time to time so there are 
now over 460 cars recorded, although 
I don’t have full details for all of them. 
Most often missing is the body number 
as that was rarely kept if a front panel 
was changed early in a cars life.

Currently, the earliest registered cars 
are RRX 938H and SOX 872H both 

of which were registered on 2nd April 
1970 by British Leyland. The latest 

registered car is FS 5257 which is a New Zealand registration which 
wasn’t sold until 1st June 1972; the latest registered UK car is HGF 
116K which was registered 22nd March 1972 in Greater London 
(Central).

The cars I have in original Mk 3 colours are as follows:
Antelope 2
Aqua 11
Bedouin 7
Beige (possibly Bedouin) 2
Black 38 – many of the Black cars were previously a different colour
Blaze 28
Blue Royale 1
Bronze Yellow 62
Brown (possibly Antelope) 2
Flame Red 55
Glacier White 84
Teal Blue 23
Other colours 86

I had member get in touch with me complaining that he had 
purchased a replacement brake servo but that it wouldn’t fit his car. 
The Mark 3 S and 10” wheeled 1275GT, were both fitted as standard 
with a Lockheed Type 6 servo which is physically bigger than that 
fitted to the Mk 1 and Mk2 Cooper S, and therefore uses different 
brackets.

The well known Mini suppliers offer something that is still made by 
AP and looks like a Type 6 servo but is finished in black. It is supplied 
with a ‘universal mounting kit’ and that is because the servo will not 

Simon Wheatcroft

Framework up and ready for cladding

A rather tight fit even for a Mini!

Servo (3) - A correctly mounted servo
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fit the original S rear bracket as the mounting stud spacing is different. 
The Mk 3 S servo also has a bolt in the vacuum chamber although, for 
what reason, I have never quite fathomed out.

Servo (4) - Servo mounted 180 degrees out

Servo tag - The all important tag with the servo model number - 
in this case 4257 813

Servo - A disassembled servo showing the mysterious bolt in 
the body

If you are buying a pre-owned servo there are three different 
specification Lockheed Type 6 servos and they look very similar 
externally. So, unless the little metal tag is present, it is hard to 
know what you are buying. There are variations within them which 
determine the amount of boost provided. The correct Mark 3 S unit 
delivers a boost ratio of 1.90:1 and has 4257 813 on the metal tag.

On the Mark 3 S the servo should be mounted with the air control 
valve at the bottom and the vacuum hose at the top. I’ve seen the 
servo the wrong way up on a number of cars and this can make 
bleeding the brakes a challenge.

I hope to catch up with a few fellow Mk 3 S owners at Beaulieu.

Simon Wheatcroft 

Rover Cooper Register

Since the publication of my May 
2015 report, two things have been 
brought to my attention: the first is 
that not all Mini Owner’s Handbooks 
with a picture of a Nightfire Red Mini 
Cabriolet on the front cover are 
publication number RCL 0015ENG - 
2nd Edition. A copy recently sent to me 
through the post looked correct until 
I discovered `AKM 7219ENG’ printed 
at the bottom of the outside back 
cover and at the foot of the `Contents’ 
page inside. Crucially, it was also dated 
1994, rendering it not so helpful for 
a pre MPI 1996 model with the blade 
type fuse box. As I have highlighted in 

previous reports, Rover often made subtle updates to the content 
of its publications without necessarily altering the appearance of 
the front cover. Fortunately, whenever they did so they at least 
had the decency to change the publication number - a point worth 
remembering before parting with your money if you are buying 
one correct for your car. 

Secondly, some eagle-eyed readers of my May report spotted 
an error in the caption with the picture of the distributor label 
on page 49. It should of course read `Lucas 65DM4 / AUU1536’ 
and not `AUU5036’. My thanks to those who pointed this out. 
Incidentally, in that same picture you will spot that the label also 
bears the date of manufacture of the distributor unit - `3690’ - 
denoting week 36 of 1990. 

John Parnell

Check that Owner’s Handbook date and contents matches the 
year of your car
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Authentication

Since MCR stalwart, Graham W. Robinson, took over the mantle as 
the Club’s Webmaster, my email inbox for the Rover Cooper Register 
has been anything but quiet. In recent months I have received a 
steady trickle of enquiries from members who have either imported 
a Mini into the UK or are planning to have one shipped from mainland 
Europe to the USA. Cars expatriated from Germany seem to be 
popular - probably due to UK and US military forces stationed there 
- but I have also had one example that has been shipped to England 
from Abu Dhabi in the Persian Gulf. And it is not just Rover Coopers; 
two recent cases have involved 1980s Minis.

Regardless of the vehicle, the requests are all for the same thing: a 
signed statement attesting to model authentication and confirmation 
of year of manufacture. The purpose is to satisfy either the US 
importation authorities or the UK’s DVLA so that they can issue an 
age-related number plate. Dealing with any form of government 
officialdom is a serious business, and as each signed statement I 
produce is on MCR headed paper, the level of diligence applied has to 
be on the assumption that everything I present will be scrutinised by 
a very unforgiving jobsworth, comparing the physical car with every 
word I have written about it. 

Ideally, I prefer to view a car in person, but as this is not always 
practical, the next best alternative is to request of the owner 
a series of quality photographs showing, not just the car itself, 
but the chassis (VIN) plate, engine number and, if present,  the 
`B20S’  body number (`2B20S’ on later cars). The VIN and 
engine prefixes on their own reveal a great deal about the 
car they belong to and provide a useful heads-up of what to 
expect when studying the pictures. The VIN plate additionally 
displays the body colour and trim codes, trivial in themselves but 
potentially significant if, for example, I am viewing a green car that 
should actually be red. 

No factory production records survive for Rover Minis. Luckily, 
the MCR’s Rover Cooper Register started recording cars shortly 
after the first RSP Rover Coopers were announced in July 1990. 
As a result, we are fortunate enough to have an extensive listing of 
vehicles against which to compare the chassis (VIN), engine, and 
body number sequence of any 1990s Rover Mini. Even so, I still find 
the validation process a bit of an anxious exercise as each car to 
be authenticated represents a test against the perceived wisdom 
of empirical evidence gathered almost exclusively from UK-based 
cars post production. Should I discover that a car’s details do not 
quite fit within the sequence I expect or, in the case of 1980s Minis, 
I have insufficient data on file to determine a year of manufacture, 
then the only alternative is to ask the car’s owner for details of the 
dates on fittings such as the distributor, wiper motor and window 
glass. Eventually, a date pattern emerges that is beyond dispute. If I 
do have a gripe, it is the actions of some well meaning owners who 
swamp my inbox with pictures, and often taken from odd angles, 

without even a hint of the very images I asked for in the first place. 
Wouldn’t life be dull if we all did things the same way!

H659 MOO

There is nothing dull about the above registration, nor would 
you be surprised at the nickname Mark Ponting and his family 
have given their March 1991 Mainstream Rover Cooper. I first 
noticed the car at our local Herts & North London meeting in 
February, but it was only after speaking and corresponding with 
Mark that I discovered that his honest looking daily driver hides 
a remarkable story.

Purchased new by Mr David C. Stephens of Saffron Walden, Essex, 
on 8th March 1991, the original bill of sale from Saffron Walden 
Motors Ltd, shows that H659 MOO cost £6,372.43, including an 
unexplained, but no doubt welcome, 10 per cent discount off the 
pre car tax price of £5,293.64. Inside the car, the first clue that 
this is no ordinary Mainstream Rover Cooper is the John Cooper 
conversion plate bearing the number `0068-S’. As one would 
expect, the under bonnet view displays the trade mark twin 1.25 
inch SUs and alloy rocker cover.

Rover announced the Mini Cooper `S’ performance conversion 
in a press release dated 12th March 1991. The first conversion, 
carrying the coveted `0001-S’ moniker, was H15 FUN, the Green/
White Mainstream car that John Cooper Garages (JCG) used 
for many years as their publicity flagship. The first RSP Rover 
Cooper to receive the same treatment was G808 KJW, acquired 
from Rover’s demonstrator fleet by JCG on 7th March 1991, and 
converted soon afterwards. That car now belongs to long-time 
MCR member, Roger Hunt.

Seeking an age-related plate - Spi car from Abu Dhabi

H659 MOO as it looks today

Freshly converted - H659 MOO on 21st March 1991 with 
John Cooper
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Early John Cooper conversion carburettor tag

H659 MOO - 1991 vintage JCG document wallet

1991 vintage John Cooper Garages rear screen sticker

Just visible - 8619 early John Cooper conversion cylinder 
head stamping

A glance at the conversion invoice for H659 MOO reveals that it 
is dated 21st March 1991, suggesting that the car, far from being 
chronologically the 68th Rover Cooper `S’, is most certainly 
one of the first handful of cars to leave the Ferring premises 
and could even be car No.3. We may never know.  Its 1991 
conversion cost £1,877.47.

Throughout his ownership of H659 MOO, David Stephens kept 
every single invoice, brochure and booklet relating to the car, 
including the original JCG document wallet. And when it had to 
be fitted with a Gold Seal replacement engine block after the 
car was stranded in a local flood, he made sure that all of the 
existing ancillaries were reinstated. Twenty-four years after it 
was photographed with John Cooper, H659 MOO is still in daily 
use and wonderfully unmolested right down to its original JCG 
sticker in the rear window. Mark Ponting, and his delightful wife, 
Mel, have owned the car for five years and, understandably, never 
want to part with it. Their only regret is that due to a lack of 
garage space, it has to live outside in all weathers. I will let the 
accompanying pictures illustrate the features of this time warp 
early 1991 John Cooper carburettor conversion.
 
Finally, I wish to thank the generous owners who volunteered their 
RSP Rover Coopers for our forthcoming MCR Beaulieu display. I 
would have loved to have accepted everyone who applied, but I was 
limited to just three cars.  

I look forward to seeing you all on Sunday 14th June. 

John Parnell

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

In previous reports I’ve highlighted the 
various conversions of the standard Mini 
sliding window door glass, to either 
a winding type or, more commonly, 
electrically operated windows. Fifty 
years ago electrically operated car 
windows were the height of luxury 
even for everyday cars, so when the 
Rolls-Royce specialist company, Hooper, 
fitted them into a humble Mini Cooper 
in 1963, other coach builders quickly 
followed. 

When I studied the above car, now 
owned by Peter Mallisch, it was evident 
that the Hooper Motor Company had 
hand-formed the door’s swivelling 

quarter light frames as this could be clearly seen from the planishing 
marks on the inside of the brass frames, not seen on the outside 
after chroming. Harold Radford Coachbuilders used bespoke frame 
makers, Beclawat, to model their quarter lights in the same style 
as the Rolls-Royce body builder, James Young, and a beautifully 
engineered item they turned out. 

However, I have recently been working on two pairs of Radford 
doors that I have modernised by replacing the heavy chain-driven 
regulators with those supplied by MiniSpares. After cutting away 
most of the box section to which the original horizontal sliders 
are attached I decided to use a Perspex glass template before 
installing the new vertical 4mm toughened glass. The Perspex 
method made it much easier to make all the fine adjustments to 
the channels and lock systems. One of the pairs of the doors were 
bare NOS and required the most popular technique of the time, 
which was to make and fit a spring-loaded up and under bracket in 
order to allow the glass to slide without hitting the standard latch 
square bar (connecting outside handle to inside handle). The other 
pair of doors were a spare pair from my surf blue 970 where the 
horizontal channels had rusted badly and thus, it made sense when 
all the rotted sections were removed ideal for electric conversion. 

Steve Burkinshaw
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These doors are for a 1967 hatch back. The driver and passenger 
door lock system I’ve only seen used once before on a Mini. As 
seen it the pictures, the usual and simple door latch has been 
removed and replaced with a conventional anti-burst lock as used 
on modern cars. The push button handles are the same as fitted 
to P4 Rovers. However, I’m unsure where the locks and levers 
have been adapted from. The original doors had rotted badly so I 
cut out the good area around the locks to carefully take templates 
from them. Despite the faithful copies, when put onto the new 
doors, the modern locks took a lot of fettling to allow the new 
windows to clear the mechanisms. At one point it occurred to 

Section of old door for making a template

MiniSpares electric window motor installed

Old design using original latch and interior handle further back

Spring- loaded up and under bracket on early Radford

Re fabricated anti-burst lock and housing

Bracket for interior door handle
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me that they would never work as intended. The interior handles 
are set forward and bolted to original corner brackets, a cranked 
bar connects the handle to the latch. I’m pleased to report it all 
operates as intended. Wood and Pickett used the handles and 
locks taken from the Austin/Morris 1100/1300 range and, as we 
know, they were of the push-button design as well.

Apart from the lightness of the new motors, the push- button 
handles will greatly reduce the chance of the doors dropping. 
This was always a big problem with such heavy doors where the 
old pivot handles pull the frames downwards with movement of 
hinges and wearing and hinge pins. The old outside door handle 
hole position is now redundant and has to be welded up, a new 
handle opening was made about 80 mm lower. When the doors 
are fitted to the body two new striker pins need to be made to 
attach to the ‘B’ posts. 

I thought this would be a good time to compare the Mk 1/2 standard 
doors with the coach built doors and all their additions/alterations.

So, the standard door, including glass, locks and door cards 
weights: 16 kg (35lb). Whereas, the original Radford door, with 
chain motors, quarter lights, extra brackets, door cards, arm 
rests and lower carpet panels, weights in at : 23.6 kg (52lb). A 
newly converted Radford door as above using MiniSpares motors 
weights in at: 17.5 kg (37.5lb). It’s easy to see that the early 
Radford conversion was about 50% heavier than standard so 
no wonder the door frames would, in no time, rub annoyingly 
against the ‘B’ posts.

My attention was recently drawn to an advert on one of the classic 
car internet sites where a motor bike dealer in Northants was 
selling a Wood and Pickett 1968 Mk2 Morris 1275 Cooper S. It 
bears a strong resemblance to Trevor and Janet Ripley’s car which 
I featured about four months ago. The Northants car had the 
roof seams removed as well as the side seams. The walnut dash 
was refined from a Rover Cooper design and not a W&P concept, 
there were no winding or electric windows, but the upholstery 
was finished in a very classy cream leather and contrasting piping. 
A black Webasto sun roof contrasted with the metallic red body 
and colour matched arches, and all this for an eye-watering 
£49,950. Some of us would, no doubt, consider this to be better 
value than the December 1959, one owner 850 Mini requiring 
total restoration, which recently sold on the internet for £44,544! 
Looking back, I wish I’d bought a few of those fifty niners and just 
kept them un-restored too - just like the one that sold.

Now only a few weeks away, I’m looking forward to Beaulieu and 
one or two special cars that have not been seen for many years.

Steve Burkinshaw

Various photos of Colin Baines’s Wood and Pickett Car

Innocenti Register

A few bits and pieces to report on  
this month.

Firstly, MCR members Ruth and Dave 
Webb were the only British Innocenti 
owners to drive in their Blu Scuro 
Cooper 1300 Export from the midlands 
to the first official ‘Registro Storico 
Innocenti’ meeting in Siena, Italy in April. 
The meeting saw various Innocenti 
models turn up including: Innocenti’s 
own versions of the Austin/Morris 1100 
(IM3 ), the Italian version of the Austin 
Allegro (Innocenti Regent), Mini 90 and 
120 hatchbacks, Innocenti De Tomaso 
and the later 3 cylinder hatchbacks. 

Predictably though, it was mainly attended by Innocenti Minis of both 
Cooper and non Cooper variants.

Foster Charlton
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Whilst at the show, Dave and Ruth kindly collected some bits and 
pieces for me that I’d bought from Italian friends who were attending 
the meeting. First, was a new old stock grey Innocenti Cooper carpet 
set, which a friend, Andrea Beltrami, had managed to find for me. 
Dave and Ruth collecting this saved me the postage charge I’d have to 
pay under normal circumstances.

Secondly, and something I thought I’d never find, was a rather rare 
pair of stickers that were fitted to every new car that rolled off the 
production line. The ‘IN RODAGGIO’ (running in decal) was fitted to 
the inside of the windscreen directly in front of the driver. This decal 
showed the speeds to adhere to in each gear when running the car 
in. Needless to say, that over the years, parts of these decals use to 
literally rub away each time you cleaned the inside of the screen, to 
the point where they were almost unreadable.

Roger Agates ‘Leyland Trophy’ replica

Nice side shot of Roger’s car showing repo stickers

Original lubricant and running in stickers

The other sticker I bought was the red and silver aluminium 
‘Lubrificanti’ (lubricant) foil item that was originally stuck onto the 
factory fitted glass fibre sound insulation to the underside of the 
bonnet. Over the years, the sound insulation would start to drop to 
the point where it rested on top of the twin carburettor air box. This 
would then lead to the sticker gradually being worn away in places by 
the winged nuts holding the air box in place.

The new stickers were obtained by an Italian friend, Carlo 
Schierano, from an Innocenti dealer many years ago…and after a 
few years of constant hassle from me, he eventually decided to sell 
me the pair of new old stock stickers. Hopefully, I can have both 
stickers remade if there’s enough interest to do so. Let me know if 
you would like some for your car.

MCR member, Roger Agate, is well known to those who read my 
reports and the three Innocenti Cooper 1300 Export models he has 
owned have been covered in past articles. His latest project has finally 
received the reproduction stickers to make an accurate replica of 
an Innocenti Cooper 1300 Export racer that took part in the 1970s 
‘Leyland Trophy’ racing series run by Leyland France.This series 
supported various Formula one and touring car races around the 
main racing circuits of France.

Hopefully, Roger’s race replica will attend Beaulieu this year, so 
if you get the chance, then check it out. It really is an accurate 
replica, even down to the correct wheels, arches, front seats and 
sponsor stickers.

Can’t wait to see it myself !

That’s all for this month. 

Foster Charlton

Original photo of ‘Leyland Trophy’ cars in action
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Mini Super Register

The three cars planned for the Super line-
up at Beaulieu this year are all Morris. It 
will include the very late production Surf 
blue and white car of Paul Smith which has 
just been fully restored by Old Skool Minis 
from the poor condition in which it was 
prior to restoration. Many people may 
have been watching the progress of this 
restoration on various forums and I hope 
to be able to write a full article on this car 
very soon. Joining Paul’s car will be Dave 
Pegrum’s Smoke grey and white, very low 
mileage Super, which was converted to a 
semi-roadracer by its previous owner but 
since restored to standard specification 

by Dave. Completing the line-up will be Sally Brown’s 1961 September 
build Smoke grey and white car. This is the earliest car I have on the 
register and is probably the earliest surviving Super.

In addition, I will try to park any other Super which attends the 
show on the day in another group, as near as possible to the official 
display (if I am allowed!). 

Mini Cooper Register member, Philip Splett, who will be known to 
many members, recently contacted me with details and a photo of an 
Austin Super Seven he bought new in early 1962. The car was painted 
in Old English white with a black roof and registered FOO 460. Philip 
had the car mechanically modified by John Mowatt, who fitted a twin-
choke Weber carburettor and modified cylinder head, together with a 
few other ‘tweaks’. Philip recalls a particularly memorable journey in 
the Super, taking it to Switzerland, along the Timmelsjoch Pass. This car 
was later replaced by a 1964 Austin Cooper ‘S’ of the same colour. 

Earlier in April, I received details, via the Cooper Register, of an 
Austin Super, owned by Diane Butterworth. This car was not 
entirely unknown to me as I already had details of the registration 
number given to me in 1999. It was so long ago and with the car 
not being on the DVLA database, I had assumed the worst and that 
it no longer existed. Therefore, I was delighted to learn it does still 
exist and I now have all its details, including the chassis number.

Supplied new by Frank Leach Motors Ltd, Headingly, Hull, the car is a 
Fiesta Yellow with old English white roof one. Survivors in this colour 
are now not quite so rare, I currently have six on my register, although 
only one in working order. Diane bought her Super in June 1972 as a 
first car having passed her test during the previous month. She cannot 
remember if she paid £60 for it or £70 as one amount was for the 
car and the other for insurance. The Super has not been on the road 
since 1996 and it is now in need of total restoration. At present it is in 
Diane’s garage surrounded by and underneath various new parts to 
assist in its rebuild, but if and when this might happen is not known.

The car is largely complete, but a few things were changed over 
the years, such as the interior and grille. Diane admits were it not 
for the enthusiasm of her husband the car would have not survived! 
However, in the early days of ownership, Diane took a course in car 
maintenance to enable her to look after the car and became sufficiently 
knowledgeable to be able to change a fan belt, adjust the tappets, 
clean the carb jets, and even torque-down the cylinder head. Her skills 
came handy one day in the centre of Bradford when the car seemed to 
run out of petrol. Diane crawled under the car armed with the wheel 
brace from its tool kit and struck the fuel pump - she remembers the 
resulting ‘ticking noise’ being music to her ears. Not so lucky was when 
the exhaust began to leak, making a ‘lovely sporty noise’. Unfortunately, 
a policeman did not share her enthusiasm and she received a ticket!

Interestingly, I have another Austin Super on the register, only two 
chassis numbers away from Diane’s. I also have two others with 
consecutive chassis numbers.

Owners of a Mini Super who have a Facebook account may be 
interested to learn that recently a group has been started for the 
Mini Super: ‘Mk1 Mini Super 850’. Started by Nuno Moita, of 
Portugal, it is strictly a closed group to owners of a Super. There are 
now twenty two members, mostly in the UK. 

Finally, my usual request, if you own, have owned, or know of a 
Super, or have any stories involving one, then please let me know, 
even if the car no longer exists.  

Garry Dickens

Diane’s Super in storage

Diane’s Super in Barn find condition

Philip Splett’s former Super registered FOO 460

Garry Dickens
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New MINI Cooper Register

Highlight for New MINI fans for this 
month and probably this year is the 
launch of the most potent version of 
the latest F56 hatch – the John Cooper 
Works (JCW). I was lucky enough to be 
invited to Goodwood to drive the new 
228bhp range-topper and thought I’d 
share with you all my thoughts on the 
fastest New MINI.

Let’s start with the JCW’s engine, based 
on the Cooper S’s 2.0-litre Twinpower 
turbo petrol engine, it gets a workover 
in the JCW, with new pistons, a new 
turbo, a different intercooler and 
exhaust, all of which equal a jump from 
the Cooper S’s 189bhp to 228bhp. 

Top speed is a licence-losing 153mph and the JCW is initially only 
available with six-speed  Steptronic automatic transmission, although 
it actually accelerates half a second quicker to 60mph than the 
forthcoming manual version at 6.1 seconds.  

Hit the road and the MINI JCW feels every bit as quick as the 
performance would suggest, however, the good news is that despite all 
the extra power, the JCW is no more difficult to drive than the lesser 
Cooper S. With all 320Nm of torque available from under 2,000 rpm, 
speed builds quickly and cleanly. The new exhaust does make it sound 

Martyn Collins

more special though, with plenty of cracking and popping coming from 
those twin tailpipes on the overrun.

The MINI JCW’s steering and suspension are carried over from the 
Cooper S, which is no bad thing as the S is a fine handler and great 
fun to drive. I had the chance to drive the JCW on both the track 
and the road, and the handling highlights include; the direct precise 
steering, roll-free handling and the strong brakes with 330mm discs 
and four-pot callipers. Plus, the electronic limited-slip differential and 
non-intrusive traction control means all 228bhp can be put down 
cleanly through the front wheels.

Like the Cooper S, the JCW is available with the £240 adaptive 
damper option and it’s one I’d recommend you specify if you’re 
thinking of buying, otherwise the JCW’s ride verges on the harsh and 
uncomfortable – especially with those optional 18-inch alloy wheels.

Outside, MINI has deliberately tried to differentiate the JCW from 
the Cooper S and the result is a tougher look from the front and rear 
bumpers. At the front, the JCW even does away with the Cooper S’s 
fog lights for deeper air vents, which are necessary to feed extra air to 
the intake system. Fitted as standard with 17-inch wheels, it has to be 
said that the optional 18-inchers fitted to my test car really looked the 
part. Inside, the highlight of the MINI JCW’s interior has to be the new 
one-piece front sports seats, which not only look good, but are both 
comfortable and supportive. 

One piece seats in the new MINI JCW are supportive and  
very comfortable

Apart from the seats, changes to the MINI JCW’s interior   
are minimal

Optional 18-inch alloys and big brakes look the part

Rebel Green with a red roof not my favourite colour combination
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at a heady £24,360, but my test car had a long list of options taking its 
price to well past £30,000 – which I think is scary!

Going to Beaulieu? Well, you’ll be able to have a closer look at the latest 
JCW MINI as the plan is I’ll be bringing one to our National Show on 
the 14th – hope to see you there.

Until next month, keep adventuring!

Martyn Collins

So, the fastest New MINI is without fault then? Err, no, and the 
biggest problem is that despite the extra performance and unique 
exterior and interior styling, I’m not sure if the JCW is any more fun 
or involving driving than the cheaper Cooper S.  

Then there’s the practicality. If you can manage with just three-doors 
all is well. However, if you wanted all that performance in the five-
door F55 body you’re going to be out of luck as there are no plans to 
offer a five-door JCW. 

Finally, no New MINI has ever been a cheap choice, but the JCW 
definitely has a premium price to match the MINI badge. Prices start 

The new JCW can be identified by the unique front airdam, red 
coloured grille strip and the John Cooper Works badge

At the back of the new JCW, there’s a new rear bumper with 
sharper looking exhaust tailpipes

Email h13jkr@hotmail.com or call Justin or Annmarie on 01304 330715
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

  Cheshire
  (West)

TBD TBD TBD

Derbyshire &           
Nottinghamshire

7.00 pm 2nd Monday of 
the Month

Bluebell Inn (A 515) DE6 1NH Andrew Shadforth 07812 350409
andrewshadforth@hotmail.co.uk      

  Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts
01248 811109

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Ian Chilcot 01438 716823 or 07790 678683
ichilcot@hotmail.com
Frank Willis 07743 577344
frankmwillis@gmail.com

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

The Park Gate Inn, Ashford Road, Hollingbourne, Maidstone 
ME17 1PG

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk   01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke
01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr
01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, 
near Chester-le-Street, just off Junction 63 on the A1M. 
DH4 6DY   

Niall Cook 07770 796049
0191 4133606
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Colin Woodage 01235 772525
cwoodage@hotmail.co.uk

Scotland Sunday 29th March  
At noon

The Conservatory @ Norton House Hotel.             
Edinburgh eh28 8lx

Ben & Patricia Webb  07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Somerset Region  Please call for details of next meeting Pete Hiscocks 07742 770333 
minis@dsl.pipex.com

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region First Thursday  At 7.30 Greyhound Inn, Pettistree, Nr Wickham Market IP13 0HP
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk  

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Phoenix, Hartley Wintney RG27 8RT Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

  Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 
01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

Wiltshire & Dorset 2nd Wed each month 
email for details 

The New Queen Pub  Ringwood Road, Avon, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 7BG

Brenda Harris 
mcrwilts@gmail.com

Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road,  LS15 4NJ,    
A64, Just off the A1

James Harrison 07831 217 335
yorkshire1973@hotmail.com

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or   p.doucerain@orange.fr  

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

NEW
DETAILS

NEW
DETAILS

NEW
EMAIL

Regional Co-ordinator - Patricia Webb - 45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH - 07834 081697- regions@minicooper.org
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Now Then all you Yorkshire Coopers.

Following our visit to United Autosport in February we move forward into the new 
warm season with the following planed events from the Yorkshire coopers.

MCR Yorkshire region

1st Drive out will be “The Land that Time Forgot”

We are planned to meet on the 10th May at the Shell Petrol Station near 
Otley. (Pool Road, Pool in Wharfdale, Otley, LS21 1EQ near the river and 
at the bottom of Pool Bank. Meeting at 9am followed by a planned route 
round some of the Yorkshire Dales Reservoirs and onto Aysgarth Falls for 
Lunch or just a cuppa.

2nd Drive out will be “The Bomber Run”

We will meet at the heart of East Yorkshires Bomber Airfields from WW2 
on the 5th July at 9:30am at Elvington Airfield, Halifax Way, Elvington, York, 
YO41 4AU, Richard Hammonds drag site. Then follow a planned route 
round a number of some of the most important Runways in and around 
Pocklington and Driffield Some with Motor Racing History behind the 
Runway.

Our 3rd Drive out will be “The Dam Busters”

Meeting on the 20th September at a Location TBC at 10am and Heading 
out of South Yorkshire and into the Peak District of Derbyshire. We’ll drive 
round some of the most beautiful roads around Lady Bower Dam and onto 
Castleton for Lunch and a look round. 

Other Events will be discussed.
EYTCC
Croft Nostalgia

United Autosport visit.
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D ear all,

West Cheshire – Regional 
coordinator(s) wanted!

David Davies has decided to step down 
from running this region due to other 
commitments.  There are approximately 
40 members in this region.  If you would 
be interested, or interested in pairing 
up with someone else to co-manage, 
please contact me.  A regular monthly 
or quarterly meeting plus attending a 
show or two a year as a region is a good 
starting point!

Gazebo and Banners  - 75% MCR contribution!

A small update to last month!  Our previous gazebos have stopped 
being manufactured.  However, we have now found another supplier 
which makes a very similar design but slightly smaller!  So, there 
should no issues with getting them into a Mini.  The cost of a gazebo 
is now £462.  The MCR will reimburse 75% bringing the cost to £115 
per gazebo.

Don’t forget we also have sail banners.  They cost £200 each, but the 
MCR will reimburse £150.

Please contact me in the first instance if you are interested, as we will 
need to ensure we have a budget available.  I can then provide the 
contact details so you can place the order.  

If it’s not something you region can afford this year, please start 
planning your budget for next year!

Look forward to hearing from you! 

Patricia Käsehagen Webb 
Regional Co-ordinator
regions@minicooper.org      

REGIONAL CO-ORDINATOR − Patricia Käsehagen Webb

REGIONAL REPORTS

Gazebo at IMM

Fits in a Mini!

Banners
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Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Region

Things are going well at our new monthly meet venue at the Bluebell in Tissington. It’s nice to see some of the original region members returning 
and some new ones joining, who we hope will become regulars. 

Our first run out of the year will be on Monday June 8th; we will meet at the Bluebell at 7pm and take in some of the beautiful scenery of the Peak 
District. We will try to stay together on the run but routes will also be issued in case we get split up.

We also have lots in the pipeline for the rest of the year. We have been invited to the farm of one of the region members to meet up with other 
car clubs (date tbc). We are attending Mini in the park on August 16th and will work out routes so that we can travel down in convoy.  We are also 
looking to take a display of cars to the Churnet Valley Railway on October 25th for their Classic Car and Music day. This is their annual end of season 
day so should have a really good turn out.  Plus we will build in more local runs over the summer months so if you have a route you would like to 
take us on please call or email on the following: 07812350409 andrewshadforth@hotmail.co.uk.

We look forward to seeing you soon.

Andrew and Jenny Shadforth   

Kent Region

A quiet month for the majority of us apart from those involved in preparations for the events season 
- the calm before the storm! 

Members of the region attended the VIP unveiling of the new JCW this month at Broad Oak Garage 
and a very nice car it is too. Thanks as always for those who brought their cars along to fill up the 
show room and to Broad Oak for their hospitality.

For the July pub meeting we thought it might be nice to bring our Minis along, modern or classic, as 
most of us do tend to come in our daily drives. So, it will be a great opportunity to see your car and 
take a few pics as our numbers in Kent have ‘swelled’ so to speak over the last couple of years. 

The Ham Sandwich Run (30th August) will be moving to a different part of Kent once more. We had a 
full complement in 2014 and this year the event will tie in nicely with our French trip, with a stop off at 
a local wine producer to see how we do it this side of the water. This event is open to all regions. At the 
time of writing over 20 spaces are already taken, so get on and book in fast if you fancy joining in!
 
The complete Kent events list for this year is below and if you would like to join us at any of these please drop us an email or give us a call.

14th June – Kent Stand - MCR, National Mini Cooper Day – Beaulieu. 
28th June – Brands Hatch Mini Festival (TBC post MSV confirming club space)
4th & 5th July – KENT EVENT - Champagne Run, Voyage Région de Kent à la France #
19th July – Region Summer get together and picnic. Bearsted Green Classic Car Show for Kent Air Ambulance*
30th August – KENT EVENT - The Ham Sandwich Run #

* = Classic Car Show
# = Navigational Road Run

Monthly Meetings & Dates 2015
We meet at The Park Gate Inn, Ashford Road, Hollingbourne, Maidstone ME17 1PG. 2nd Wednesday of each month at 7.30pm. Next meetings, 
10th June. 8th July and 12th August. See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk   
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JCW
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Mid Staffs Region

I am writing these notes having just returned from a few days away in the Lake 
District. Ironically, we could have booked the week of the 20th to 24th April 
when the weather was very warm with temperatures around the mid-twenties 
on most days. Well we didn’t! Instead we picked Monday 27th April to Thursday 
30th April when the weather was anything but warm. The highest temperature 
on the 28th was just 2˚C, and during the afternoon we drove over the Kirkstone 
Pass from Ullswater towards Windermere, with the climb to the Kirkstone Inn 
being completed in heavy snow!

Fortunately, our main event for April, Drive it Day on the 26th, was run in 
beautiful sunshine. This year the new route was to the Secret Nuclear Bunker 
at Hack Green – which isn’t a secret anymore since they put up the big 
brown signs! Our route there and back used a mixture of country lanes and 
a few miles of A-Roads, totalling about 60 miles to the bunker and back to 
the George and Dragon. The visit attracted an entry of 20 cars, a mixture of 
marques, but Mini interest was Peter Copestick’s Mini 30 with a John Cooper 
‘wooden box’ conversion, a 1990 RSP Rover Cooper, Ian Potter’s Mini Van, 
and Nick Hunters modern interpretation of a Cooper S (MG Metro!). There 
was also a Mini Midas for good measure.

The Secret Bunker was one of a chain of devolved command centres that would 
have been occupied by nominated Government officials, the Civil defence and 
the Emergency Services, with the intention of attempting to re-establish National 
Government after a nuclear strike. These days the world and the threat have 
moved on so Hack Green has been de-classified and converted into a fascinating 
insight of how seriously western Governments took the Soviet threat. A lot of 
the exhibits feature communications and detection equipment, but there are 
some examples of nuclear weapons of the type that would have been dropped 
by V-Bombers as a retaliatory attack. There is even a BBC studio from where the 
public would be informed and given instructions. All in all a fascinating visit.

Now to future Mid Staffs Region meetings:

Monday June 1st. A talk about teaching people to drive which will contain the 
history of the driving test and the implications of the talked about changes in the 
offing. The talk will be given by Chris Winwood who has been an instructor for over 
20 years. Be at the George and Dragon at 7.30 for an 8.00pm start.

Monday July 6th. Our anniversary date, and to celebrate our 4th year there will be 
a BBQ and informal concours. A few details have still to be worked out for the food, 
but contact me for tickets as I need to give the George and Dragon an indication of 
the numbers to cater for. You will pay the pub directly for the food and your drinks. 
The concours will be very informal where everyone will be invited to vote for the 
car they would most like to take home with them – but not their own! To date a 
Bristol, Lotus Elan, 2-stroke SAAB and MGA have scooped the honours. A Mini 
perhaps this year?

That’s all for now, but remember, all Mini and MINIs are welcome to attend and take 
part in the Mid Staffs Region events. Regular meetings are on the 1st Monday of each 
month, starting at around 7.30pm.

Pete Cresswell
01785 760211
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com    

Suffolk Region

Another month gone, time passes quickly when there are lots of events on. Steve 
& Sandra Burch, Peter & Terri Drane, Ted & Julie Sparrow and Richard Ashley, all 
supported the East Coast Mini Club Charity run from Bury St Edmunds to the 
popular seaside town of Southwold. ECMC had approx 100 Minis on the run with 
probably more BMW than Classic. Richards ex rally Mini is still the one that draws 
the public, as over time he has collected so much rally memorabilia it has become 
a museum on wheels. He even has the flexible fuel and water bags in perfect 
condition!  

On Sunday 12th April Basil Welsh gave his very original S an outing to enjoy a day of 
historic racing at Snetterton, accompanied by Terry Stendall and Jack Gray in their 
Coopers. By the time this copy lands on your doorstep it will be a fortnight until 
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The Operations Room

A car park full of classics

A nuclear bomb of the type that would have been 
dropped from a V-Bomber

Coopers on the green at Southwold
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EVENTS

National Mini Cooper Day at Beaulieu, and we will have 5 Minis going. As usual, we 
will be doing parking duties, look for us on the mid morning stint. Before that we 
will have on Thurs 4th June our club evening run, finishing up at a mystery pub. Any 
new members wishing to join in please contact me for meeting details, you will be 
made very welcome.

Ian MacPherson
Suffolk Region
01728 831956   

  

Thames Valley

Thanks everyone who turned up to the April meeting, it was good to see all of you and with the better weather a healthy turn out of cars too. Let’s 
hope it continues through the summer. The next few meetings are 24th June, 29th July, 26th August and the 30th September.

Plans are progressing well with the run to the Haynes Museum, if you are interested there are places left. So get in touch with Lee, details in the 
advert.

Finally we are taking a regional stand at Beaulieu so get in touch with us if you would like to join us.

Robert Clayson and Ken Hunter   

Wiltshire and Dorset Region report

Picture the scene if you can. It is a cold and windy Saturday 
morning on a football pitch somewhere near Downton in 
Wiltshire. It is 8.15 a.m. and three gentleman and a very 
much appreciated lady are tussling with the skeleton frame 
of an enormous gazebo which seems to have a mind of its’ 
own. Ominous grey clouds are forming overhead and the 
cold is beginning to seep through the seven layers of clothing 
thoughtfully donned at 6.30 a.m.

Miraculously, once the humans have won the battle with the 
alien gazebo and pinned it firmly to the ground, a number of Mini 
Coopers of all ages and varieties appear and suddenly we realise 
why we are here – to represent the MCR Wiltshire and Dorset 
region at the 6th Downton Classic Car Show, organised by the 
DEWS Club.

What a blessing the gazebo proved to be; last year we sheltered 
under it from a blazing hot sun, this year we sheltered inside it 
with the side panels shutting out most of the bitingly cold wind. 
So, for most of the day we only had to contend with the cold and not a drop of 
rain all day!

Wilts and Dorset region were joined by representatives from Hampshire and 
Thames Valley Regions with cars being displayed by Malcolm Francis, Nick 
Stansmore, Adrian Mitchell, Martin Charles, Alan Booth, Stephen Price, Dave 
Ball, Rog the Hat, Dr David Blacklidge, Phil Lewis and in attendance Richard 
Bladen and Clive Brooks (his Cooper refused to leave the garage, the sick note 
claiming to have a poorly pair of carburettors).

During the course of the day many questions were fielded, membership forms 
handed out, and much group discussion ranging from rear anti-roll bars, colour 
schemes, holidays and gardening tips. Oh yes, and the dunking donuts were a real 
treat.

Near the end of the show Steve Harris (overall organiser of the Classic Car Show 
with Brenda and founder of the MCR Wilts/Dorset Region) informed us that against considerable competition the MCR display was to be 
awarded the Best Club Stand award, which was proudly collected at the prize giving by Nick Stansmore and Malcolm Francis.

So it was a great day and with the added satisfaction of a 50% increase in MCR cars on display over last year. Many thanks go to all who 
supported the stand, and in particular to everyone at the DEWS club for making us so welcome.
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Richard Ashley’s ex-rally Cooper
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From left to right Nick Stansmore, Steve Harris, and 
Malcolm Francis at presentation of best club stand award
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Our next show is the Beaulieu event where we have a stand with 
space for 10 cars.  Contact Nick Stansmore if you wish to have a 
space –Nickstansmore@live.co.uk. It is essential that you pre-book 
please.

Our next social meeting is at Redlynch on June 10th, for further 
details please contact mcrwilts@gmail.com.

Look forward to seeing you soon

Malcolm Francis   

Worchester Region

Just a brief updated list of our region’s participation in the following events/shows for the remainder of 2015 below: 
  
Highman Court--------------------------------------Sunday June 7th. 
Wellsbourne Wings & Wheels ------------------Sunday June 21st. 
Malvern Filling Station Charity Day ------------Sunday July 5th. 
Much Marcle Steam Rally-------------------------Sunday July 19th. 
Prescott Revival-------------------------------------Sunday August 9th. 
Tewkesbury Classic Vehicle Festival -----------Sunday August 23rd. 
Pershore Plum Festival ----------------------------Monday August 31st. 
Tetbury Classic Car Show -------------------------Sunday September 6th. 
West Malvern Royal British Legion Show----- Sunday September 27th. 
Malvern Mini & Classic Show---------------------Sunday October 11th. 
Mini Fair Stoneleigh Park -------------------------Sunday October 18th. 
         
Regards, 

Mick Rowley

CLUB SHOP
.

REGIONAL REPORTS

The Mini Cooper Register Zip Up Hoodie.
This is a high quality Hoodie made with a Poly/Cotton mix.

• Air jet yarn = softer feel and reduced pilling 
• Unlined hood with matching drawcord 
• Satin label 
• YKK® metal zipper 
• Overlapped fabric across zipper allows full front printing 
• Pouch pockets 
• Twin needle stitching at waistband and cuffs 
• 1 x 1 rib with Spandex 
• Quarter-turned to eliminate centre crease 

The Mini Cooper Register Logo is added to the Left 
breast of the hoodie as high quality embroidered 
logo, about 65mm wide.
We are happy to personalise the design to   
your requirements.
If you would like a name or registration number 
added to the garment this can be done free of charge.
Please Note: All products are made to order and as 
such it can take up to 14 days for delivery.
See 3 pics in photo file of hoodies.

General view of the cars on display M
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Cars for sale

Austin Mini Cooper S
1965 Works Monte Carlo Rally 
Replica 
 
DRX 191C  was recreated by 
Gary Corpe, between 1996-
98, as a detailed replica of the 
works rally car used on the 
Monte Carlo Rally in 1965.
 
All the rebuild detail was taken from the original ‘Special Tuning 
Division’ build sheets and used rare and original period equipment 
where possible including;
• Works driver and navigator seats (Microcell recliners)
• Irvine seatbelts – 3 point driver’s and 4 point navigators
• Period dashboard layout, instruments and switches
• Original navigation equipment incl. Halda Twinmaster and Heuer 

clocks
• Original John Aley rollbar
• Auxiliary lighting 5 front, 1 rear
• Heated front screen and Perspex side windows
• All inboard fuel and brake lines
• Dash mounted starter button
 
Since that time the engine has had a full and uprated rebuild by David 
Gathercole
The car has had limited and careful use since the build and has been 
stored in a de-humidified garage.

It comes complete with a long list of spares including;
• A set of 5 original almond white steel wheels with new Colway mud 

and snow tyres
• A full works replica sump guard
• Spare head and spot lights – front and rear
• Spare period heated screen
• An Elopress fire extinguisher
• Fuel bag
• Set of original period snow chains with original instructions
• Spare original boxed temperature gauge
• Specialised Car Cover – fully fitted cotton dust cover
 
If you are keen to find an early Cooper S, built to this specification I 
know you will appreciate that the price I am looking for will reflect the 
rarity of both the car and the works parts. 
 If you would like to discuss the car in more detail please email me at 
awgarside@gmail.com Thank you.

Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number.  The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious 
before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL   
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade.  Please quote your 
membership number when writing.  Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose a 
cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so will 
result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should 
be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.    
All traders are required to state  this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word  Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.
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Cars for sale

Innocenti Mini Cooper Export 1300 
I’ve had this car since 1989 and it’s been run ever since in the dry 
from the mid 1990s. It lives in a large heated garage. Rosso Red 
with Snowberry white roof and paintwork in excellent condition. 
Built in Seneffe in Oct 1973, imported and registered in the UK 
in 1979 but I’m working on a DVLA application for the original 
build date. Twin tanks but see photo of original one. Selling to let 
someone else have some fun. Recent 2” ST silencer/tailpipe fitted. 
A very solid little car with a lot of history, maintained regardless of 
cost. All enquiries please call me on 07710625616. 
Enquiries call: 07710625616, Open to offers.  North East.

November 2007 Mini Cooper Clubman in Hot Chocolate with silver 
roof, C pillars and viper stripes. Extras include: Chilli Pack, Automatic 
climate control, lounge leather interior, twin panoramic sunroofs, 17” 
Crown spoke alloy wheels with new run flat tyres, bi-xenon headlights, 
rear parking sensors, MOT until Dec 2015, full service history, 1 owner 
from 6 months old and only 26,000 genuine miles.  Garaged through 
the winter months and only used as a show and weekend car. Private 
plate not included.  Will be at Beaulieu for viewings.
£7,250 ono. Tel  07946 094854  North Hampshire.

FOR SALE AND WANTED
Restoration car for completion. 1963 mark 1 mini saloon
with original floor start button. The aim was to do a
Cooper replica, but time has restricted the finishing.
The car is now fitted with a 1275 engine with twin 1 ¼
SU’s, and 10” discs. It is non-running, so a trailer will
will be needed for collection.  Priced realistically to
cover my costs £3,500 – no offers.
Gary t: 01886 853358 m: 07973 433448 Worcestershire

Parts for sale 

MMIINNY Registration Number for sale. The number is on a 
retention certificate. I can deal with the transfer if required. The 
number can only be transferred to a car registered after 2011, or it 
can be kept on retention. £3,250 o.n.o. including transfer fees. Tel 
No. 01223 290990 (Cambridge)

Two Mini related registration numbers for sale M600 PER and S33 
EJB. Both held on retention certificates. Open to sensible offers. 
Please contact Geoff on 0121 744 2268. Solihull.

Trade 

The Mini Surgery
Keeping the Classic Mini Alive
Waterproof self adhesive door membrane kits for MK111, (1969 on) 
Minis. In the 1990’s rover started fitting clear membranes in place 
of the duck tape etc which went before. These became unavailable 
and we have had them manufactured to replace the originals. They 
are “handed” and once the door cards and old membranes removed, 
take minutes to fit. They have cut outs for door handle etc. and are 
very strong - £25.95 per kit inclusive of p&p for MCR members. The 
kit arrives in a large tube and via recorded delivery. Cheques payable 
to R. Patterson.
The Mini Surgery, 12 Swanage Road, 
Lee-on-the-Solent, Hants PO13 9JW 
Tel: 07790 532997
email: theminisurgery@btopenworld.com
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MINI MAGAZINE 
The number one magazine
for Mini owners worldwide.

WWW.MINIMAG.CO.UK

MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE 
The number one magazine
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ORIGINAL AND GREATEST MAGAZINE FOR THE MINI

www.miniworld.co.uk 
Subscription hotline: Tel: 01959 541444 

MiniWorld is proud to support
the Mini Cooper Register.
Find stunning feature cars
and informative historical

articles in every issue.



Opening hours in the UK: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-5pm.*Terms and conditions apply, call for details. †Based on an average customer, saving 28% when compared to buying three separate 
Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 57 year old male with full 10 years plus NCB, driving a 1965 MG B, 1973 MG B and 1972 MG Midget.^Voucher Offer must be quoted at time of 
purchase, terms and conditions apply. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

UP TO 25% 
CLUB MEMBER
DISCOUNT*

IT PAYS TO
BE IN A 
CLUB, MAN

Insurance Worth Shouting About

Vsit us online at cherished.carolenash.com
Classic  |  Specialist  |  Camper Van  |  Military  |  Performance

0800 083 6302

YOU COULD

SAVE
28%
IF YOU INSURE MORE THAN 
ONE CLASSIC VEHICLE WITH 
A MULTI-CLASSIC POLICY† 

Of

� cial Sponsor of:

•  FREE and Simple Agreed Value*
• Talk to an expert in our UK CALL CENTRE
•  Pick a SPECIALIST REPAIRER of your choice
•   Up to £100,000 LEGAL PROTECTION if you’re in an accident 

that’s not your fault
•  UK & EU breakdown WORTH OVER  £100 - includes Homestart
• EUROPEAN COVER up to 90 days*
•  Salvage Retention Rights*
ALSO AVAILABLE
•  Laid up cover • Spare Parts Cover • Wedding cover • Track Day Cover  


